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the 1968 presidential decline
of george romnebromneromneyy
mormonism or politics

DENNIS L LYTHGOE

beginning with the early nineteenth century there were
prominent fears expressed in the press that mormonscormons were
determined to dominate the country and even to put one of
their own in the white house where he would institute a
national mormon church state it is a little ironic therefore
that with the dawn of the 1960s there should actually be a
mormon prominent enough in public life to be seriously con-
sidered for the presidency yet romney had been preceded
by the first mormon prophet and founder joseph smith whose
presidential campaign in 1844 was cut short by assassination 2

an assistant professor of history at massachusetts state college at bridge-
water dr lythgoe s field of research interest is the american west he has
also published articles in the western humanities review dialogue A

journal of mormon thought and the utah historical quarterly
thishis together with polygamy was the basis of persecution and political

fears about cormonsmormons in utah throughout the nineteenth century political leaders
skeptically viewed mormonscormons as a religious body with political motivations and
hence statehood was denied utah until 1896 even though it was originally
settled in 1847 and grew rapidly the seat of the problem lay in the fact that the
religious leaders in fact governed utah in the early days under a church state
system an old mormon joke suggests that brigham young as president of the
church and governor of the territory conducted church business on one side
of his desk in the morning and civil business on the other side in the afternoon
for an excellent treatment of the problem see JD williams the separation
of church and state in mormon theory and practice dialogue A journal of
mormon thought vol 1 summer 1966 305430 54 and the author s the chang-
ing image of mormonism in periodical literature unpublished phd dis-
sertationsertation university of utah 1969 7813578 135

2smiosmismithsth s political platform advocated among other things the abolition of
slavery banking and tariff reform reduction inin the size of congress annexation
of texas and oregon prison reform and increase in presidential power to deal
with mobs see joseph smith views of the powers and policy of the govern-
ment of the united states nauvoo illinois printed by john taylor 1844 181 8
and richard poll and martin hickman joseph smith s presidential platform
dialogue A journal of mormon thought vol 3 autumn 1968 173617 36
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since smith s brief campaign was conducted outside the pur-
view of the two party system and not taken seriously on the
national scene it cannot be judged in the same league as
romney s very plausible attempt to win the republican nomi-
nation though there have been outstanding mormon political
personalities through the years 3 george romney was the first
since smith to seriously seek the presidency with his avowed
candidacy in 1968 romney became indisputably the most
prominent mormon in public life

while he was initially considered the front runner for the
nomination he withdrew from the race early in the campaign
when political polls showed him lagging badly behind richard
nixon many analysts including romney himself have
blamed his political decline on his famous brainwashing
statement made after a tour of viet nam in 1968 4 actually
a close examination of the popular periodical press during the
years of romney prominence disclose a profound relationship
between his religion and his political decline for that reason
it is valuable to analyze those periodical accounts as they relate
to romney the candidate and romney the mormon significant-
ly most of the articles in the popular magazines dealing with
romney treat him with religious implications admittedly those
are the only ones cited in this study 5 although the press un

the most colorful mormonscormons in political life were republican reed smoot
an apostle of the church who served for thirty years in the US senate from
utah and became highly influential in national matters and ezra taft benson
secretary of agriculture under eisenhowerElseneisenhower who has become prominent for his
right wing political philosophy and connections with the john birch society
deserving of mention are elbert thomas liberal democratic senator from utah
and prominent in the new deal years and more recently wallace bennett R
utah and frank moss dutahD utah since benson cabinet members of mormon
background have become common democrat stewart udall the liberal secretary
of the interior under kennedy and johnson and nixon s two appointees con-
servativeservative david kennedy secretary of the treasury and of course romney as
secretary of housing and urban development

though some have attributed it to a slip of the tongue romney suggested
upon deplaning that the military and others had given him and other governors
a brainwashing on an earlier tour of viet nam the controversial phrase was
used extensively by the press and other politicians in both attacking and defend-
ing romney s position though under heavy pressure romney refused to apolo-
gize for the term believing it to be accurate even given its prisoner of war
connotation while appearing on the university of utah campus in 1969 as
secretary of HUD romney pointedly blamed the press for distorting his political
views during the campaign and causing him to appear ridiculous he particularly
emphasized the brainwashing incident

there are of course a few accounts in the magazines completely devoid
of the religious connotation these however are usually very brief reports of an
event with little interpretation the brainwashing incident is included in this
category
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doubtedly displays bias when covering any political candidate
the sampling presented here would hope to be diversified
enough to supply valid reasons for romney s failure for while
the press may markedly influence public opinion there is ample
indication that it reflects it as well 6 in a very real sense the
periodicals mirror contemporary opinion about important peo-
ple and events

THE RISE OF ROMNEYSROMNEVS NATIONAL IMAGE

romney s national image skyrocketedskyrocketed from 1958 until 1969
in the national periodicals newsweek was the first to treat
him in an analysis of romney the car salesman romney had
just been elevated to the presidency of american motors and
faced the task of keeping his cars in competition with the
larger companies noting his success in promoting compact
cars and increasing sales newsweek claimed he needed two
things in great amounts hot missionary zeal and vast physical
stamina to illustrate the missionary spirit they recalled his
days as a young missionary in britain for the mormon church
and noted his more recent position as president of the detroit
stake of the church a position roughly equivalent to bishop
in some churches romney was characterized as a devout
churchgoer and as a result he seizesseizes new projects with fierce
dedication and sells the idea with the artistry of a consummate
evangelizerevangeltzer 7

A similar picture was presented by time in 1959 when it
called him a bible quoting broth of a man who burns brightly
with the fire of missionary zeal his speech was said to be
couched inin evangelical organ like tones which had helped
him immensely in the business world As he had predicted
in 1955 the compact car hit the top of the market through his
zeal and salesmanship time noted that romney had been a
missionary of one kind or another most of his life his grand-
father was a mormon who had thirty children by four wives
his father a monogamous mormon who took the family to

suchuch a conclusion is supported by james playsted wood in his magazines
in the united states new york the ronald press co 1949 and theodore
peterson magazines in the twentieth century urbana illinois university of
illinois press 1964 see also richard watson gilder the newspaper the
magazine and the public outlook vol 61 feb 4 1899 320520 and
frederick lewis allenalienailen the american magazine grows up atlantic monthly
vol 153 nov 1947 778177 81

detroit missionary at large newsweek feb 24 1958 84 85
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mexico to escape persecution in kindergarten in los angeles
children reportedly assailed him with the sneering cry of
mexican one day george replied look if a kitten was

born in a garage would that make it an automobile through
such early logic and salesmanship romney apparently won
the day and the children stopped bothering him his first act
as president of american motors was to give the problems
thoughtful and prayerful consideration his sundays were

saidslidsald to be exclusively reserved for church activities and he
said my religion is my most precious possession except for it
I1 could easily have become excessively occupied with industry
sharing responsibilities for church work has been a vital coun-
terbalanceterbalance in my life 8 very early romney s success was con-
nected closely with his religious devotion

romney then dropped from the periodical scene until feb-
ruary 1962 when his name was mentioned as a prominent
contender for the governorship of michigan laudingflauding his

I1 effective speaking technique the nation claimed it to be
a result of mormon missionary experience of speaking on soap
boxes further his mormon membership was an asset con-
tributing to his attractive public image 9 also making refer-
ence to romney s candidacy time called him a ruggedly
handsome man who neither smokes drinks not even tea or
coffee nor swears and who gives 10 percent of his annual
income which amounted to 250000 last year to his church
before romney reached his decision to run he fasted for 24
hours in prayerful consideration 100 while watching romney
campaign business week wondered if the presidency would
be next a blonde junior college sophomore allegedly gazed
dreamily at him as he spoke and a veteran republican poli-
tician remarked that s the way the girls were looking at jack
kennedy in 1960 11

RELIGION AND THE NEGRO QUESTION

newsweek speculated a good deal into his presidential
chances while recalling the dramatic 24 hour fast during
which he prayed for guidance beyond that of man enabling

the dinosaur hunter time vol 73 april 6 1959 858985 89
13 J widick romney new hope for the GOP nation vol 196

feb 3 1962 969796 97
fresh face in an open field time vol 79 feb 16 1962 22
his hats in the ring now business week feb 17 1962 535653 56
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him to decide to run for governor one close friend was
quoted as saying george s greatest liability is that he s almost
too good to be true with his cuss words limited to hell or

damn the journal concluded that religious dedication came
as naturally to romney as selling ramblers nevertheless
one of romney s big problems in the campaign was predicted
to be his church s negro position interpreted as giving negroes

second class citizenship in the mormon church by precluding
them from the priesthood since michigan contained some
700000 negroes the issue was thought capable of developing
into a heated one romney said 1 I am against discrimination
of any kind and my record proves it newsweek saw one
other religious question that of the possible compromise of
the separation of church and state should the president of a
mormon stake be elected to the governorship but romney
denied such a problem existed 12

suggesting that romney s fast called attention to his
mormon faith time claimed it had never been a political lia-
bility in utah such membership was said to be virtually a
requirement for political success and no one expected it to
give romney trouble in michigan however on the national
scene where he was being discussed as a presidential con-
tender such membership could conceivably hurt him said time
just as john kennedy s catholicism stirred controversy in i9601960
around michigan last week the word was being spread that

the mormon church looks on negroes as an inferior race
cursed by god over the years mormonscormons had allegedly pros-
elytized all races except negroes yet there were said to be
some active negro mormonscormonsMormons and all mormonscormonsMormons supposedly
believed that negroes would be able to eventually shake the
urse and attain equal status with other latter day saints 13

the religious issue was reported to be playing its part in
the campaign although the discussion in michigan centered
irrelevantly around the tenets of the mormon church and not

on george romney s own personal feelings about racial minori-
ties actually romney s record was considered admirable he
had been active in opposition to segregation and prejudice in
detroit a promoter of civil rights in every public controversy
from race riots to desegregation of the city s industries and

dark horse off and running newsweek vol 59 feb 19 1962
151815 18

the mormon issue timelime vol 79 march 2 1962 21
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public housing said romney 1 I believe that the real issue
if there is to be an issue is what george romney feels about
bias and discrimination against the negro no one can point
to any word act or attitude on my part that involved discrimi-
nation or discriminatory feelings 14

observing the same controversy the christian century
noted that the mormon past includes a number of historical
anddogmaticand dogmatic positions not generally accepted by the middle
class american mainstream romney allegedly demytholo-
gized the negro position in the mormon church by pointing
to the book of mormon which took a more tolerant view
but such a stand was thought to be weakened by romney s

reference to his own strong record on civil rights and his decla-
ration that no dogma of his church would interfere with his
political responsibilities the author predicted more about the
issueissue were romney to become the republican presidential
nominee in 1964 just as kennedy pledged that his religious
affiliation would not effect his political decisions in the face
of the synod of rome s contention that papal competency in
faith and morals has political implications nixon had sup-
posedly made a similiar declaration about quakers and pac-
ifism the author bemoaned this kind of assertion asking if
candidates for high office must be secularists or deny some
of their church s teachings perhaps he stated the matter
would go unnoticed if it were not for the usual exploitation
emanating from both sides at the mention of religion

in a tongue in cheek reference to romney s religious beliefs
time covered the michigan republican convention s hectic
activities in deference to teetotalingtotalingtee mormon george romney
his aides stuck strictly to sherbet punch during the affair but
by the end they could probably have used a real drink 16 the
same magazine commented on the significance of romney s

election as governor saying he won because he gave the ap-
pearancepearance of a prophet at a time when michigan needed one
using charisma and spiritual magnetism that defies pat ex-
planationsplanations he was said to have demonstrated his mormon be-
lief that individual responsibility and dedication to public
service were important qualities thus his mormonism had

ibid
book of mormon enters politics christian century vol 79 march

28 1962 382
painful outburst time vol 80 sept 7 1962 17
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much to do with the victory romney being an untraditional
sort of politician with a deep sense of divinely guided
destiny 17

interpreting romney s philosophy of life as a rigid one
business week claimed it was inherited from his mormon
parentage making it probable that he would not be at the
mercy of every idea that comes along 18 the following year
1963 time claimed romney already had some presidential
support in states where mormon membership was sizeable
utah idaho california and curiously hawaii but mor-
monism could also be a political hobble in view of the
church s refusal to admit negroes to its hierarchy 19

ROMNEYS POUNDING evangelism
in 1965 the new york times magazine made an attempt

to analyze romney in depth and noted his charisma and force-
ful personality handsome appearance impeccable habits no
smoking or drinking early riser devotion to family and
profoundly religious nature yet romney was said to be
controversial and enigmatic to professional politicians around

the country many of whom claimed that under the gilt edges
he was really a sanctimonious intractable egotistical tyrant
much of this controversy was attributed to his membership in
the mormon church from which much of his philosophy
came said one friend to understand george you must first
of all understand that he is a mormon he is a deeply religious
person who has a great belief in the individual and the family
for him each person is a distinct personality and child of
god 20

mormonscormons were said to consider theirs a practical religion
teaching that the highest happiness could be achieved through
the fullest use of earthly opportunity mormonscormons supposedly
emphasized self reliance individual responsibility and a gospel
of action As a result romney was thought to be a person
who could label things as right or wrong more easily than
most people he once explained how he reached a decision

the citizen s candidate time vol 80 nov 16 1962 21 22
romney man to watch for 64 business week nov 17 1962

9210092 100
this president thing time vol 81 june 14 1963 27

david2davidcdavid R jones this republican for 1968 new york times magazine
feb 28 1965 28
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once you have searched out the facts and have prayed and
have reached a point where you think you have an answer to the
question you are undertaking to resolve then the third step is
to be believing that means to believe that the decision you
have made is the right one and to put everything you ve got
into carrying it out romney reportedly believed the lord
meant him to be a leader and his was a sacred obligation to
carry it out nevertheless critics described his approach to poli-
tics as sanctimonious a typical joke during the 1964 campaign
told of the governor and an aide emerging from a hotel
beautiful day governor remarked the aide thank you

the governor replied suggested one of his democratic oppo-
nents he actually believes that what he does is not only
moral but divinely ordained he believes that anyone who
criticizes him after he has reached a conclusion is a disciple of
the devil in reference to the presidency a friend said rom-
ney had not yet decided to run 1 I don t want to be sacrilegious
but I1 don t think that at this point god has yet said to him
george get going boy 21

later in the year time noted that even romney s worst
criticscriiics would admit that he had a way with words his list
of disturbing national problems allegedly included the de-
cline in religious conviction moral character and wholesome
family life this threatens us most 2212 clearly romney was
speaking from his mormon philosophy of life and readily ap-
plying it to politics

the journals became more critical of romney in 1966 as
time for instance evaluated one of his speeches as a blend
of old fashioned midwestern isolationism and the liberal s

equally irrelevant preoccupation with world opinion even on
viet nam romney had trouble offering specific solutions he
was considered more convincing when he utilized his mormon
background and moralizedmoralizermoralized about what he believed to be the
nation s most pressing problem the disintegration of the
american family in cleveland he told his fellow governors
that there has been a decline in the faith belief and principles
on which america was built the solution he saw was
personal responsibility family responsibility and private insti-

tutionaltutional responsibility and the place to start is in the home

21ibid 29 737673 76

2aaaA way with words time vol 85 april 30 1965 34
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romney was heard to stress that he was as conservative as the
constitution as progressive as teddy roosevelt and as liberal
as mr lincoln but said the author he still needed to demon-
strate 11 unequivocally which romney is for real 23

again characterizing romney as an evangelist newsweek
said he regularly involved audiences with fervent appeals to
the american conscienceconscience 24 and the national review the
conservative journal called him long on energy but 11 short
on logic as he continued to appear as a crusader not sure
where his mission to lead his fellow citizens really lay 25

george romney was what richard nixon had tried unsuccess-
fully to be the all american boy said the atlantic rom-
ney s pounding evangelism and honesty supposedly made
americans think he represented what they wanted a politician
who was above politics his mormon religion was character-
ized as not universally popular with the church s conserva-
tive stand on the racial issue being potentially dangerous 26

US news and world report traced romney s mormon
activity as a stake president his abstinence from tea coffee
alcohol and cigarettes his tithes to the church and his avoid-
ance of political activity on sunday he was pictured as a

family man who believed deeply in the value of prayer for
solving problems this seemingly indicated as romney him-
self affirmed that he was completely the product of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints noting the theo-
logical doctrine in mormonism on the negro the author
suggested its connection to romney s political beliefs though
romney reportedly said he did not subscribe to the doctrine 27

his subsequent comments indicate an interpretation of that
doctrine rather than a disavowal my church teaches me the
negro is my brother and that the negro can attain the
celestial kingdom just as I1 can he said at a news conference
romney continued all of us are equal as children of god
and equal citizens and I1 accept this without reservation 28

21 conservative progressive liberal time vol 88 july 1 1966 17
2tonesomelonesome george newsweek vol 65 july 4 1966 2211

editorial back for a checkupcheck up national review vol 18 july 26
1966 716

editorial all american boy atlantic monthly vol 217 april 1966
78

2711 romney republican hope for 68 US news and world report vol
61 sept 5 1966 546154 61

21ibid
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carefully examining romney s devotion to his church the
ladies home journal concluded that it was very important
in his political development though most did not suspect it
suggested romney was formerly painfully shy and hung his
head in public even as student body president of his high
school but after spending two years as a missionary for the
mormon church in britain where he rang doorbellsdoorbells and held
street meetings for converts he allegedly developed a strong
sense of self confidence often when signing autographs he
would leave an inspirational message 11 such as search dili-
gently be believing and all things will work together for
your good or pursuit of the difficult makes men strong
the author wondered if romney was a leader in tune with
some kind of new spirit of the troubled 60sgos or is he just old
fashioned when mrs romney was asked if this was corny
she responded pleasantly 1 I think it s kind of cute 29

the saturday evening post featured a descriptive article by
stewart alsopalsoaiso in october

people who dislike lyndon B johnson say that he
looks like a mississippi riverboat gungamblergambierblerbier people who dis-

like richard M nixon ask would you buy a used car from
this man these two scurrilous political cliches are a measure
of the importance of personal appearance in the television age
they also suggest an important reason why george romney
governor of michigan has an excellent chance of being the
republican presidentalpresidentialpresidental candidate in 1968 no one has ever
said that romney looks like a riverboat gambler he looks
more like a well preserved horatio alger hero and you
would buy a secondhand car from romney with happy con-
fidencefi the appearance of the man the impression he
gives the earnestness sincerity and just plain goodness which
romney fairly exudes are vital assets 30

the author also noted that because of mormonism rom-
ney believed that his body was the temple of the spirit ex-
plainingplaining why his spiritual temple is remarkably well main
tainedbained he was said to neither smoke nor drink exercised
regularly usually in the early morning hours on the golf
course and looked five years younger than president johnson
although a year older george romney is also an intensely

ernest2ernestbernest havemann the george romney family all abroad for the
white house ladies home journal vol 83 oct 1966 182 183

stewart alsop it s like running against god saturday evening post
vol 239 oct 22 1966 20
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moral man talking of his religious commitment a past op-
ponent for the governor s chair zoltan feferencyrency opinedopened it s

like running against god when romney was elevated to the
presidency of american motors one of the more practical exec-
utives purportedly asked him what would save the company
without hesitation romney replied god god always helps
decent people who are trying to do the right thing 31 obvi-
ously romney s religion consistently applied directly to all
aspects of his life business weegweek expressed the opinion that
romney s dedication to morality a strength could turn out
to be a weakness in some quarters some think he preaches too
much that the open display of piety could have adverse ef-
fects 3212

the editors of the new republic made the following
pointed comments

we watched george romney interviewed on TV the other
day a fine looking square jawed man who isis handsomer
than ronald reagan we have always liked romney and had
doubts about him some washington writers have all but
given him the GOP presidential nomination already well
we shall wait A dose of wineless tobaccolesstobacco less puritanism
in the white house would certainly be a novelty a sabba-
tarian who prays and fasts with a hot line to heaven as
well as moscow a kind of political billy graham one of
the many jobs of a president isis to be a ceremonial high
priest and governor romney could perform this function
admirably 33

ROMNEY ACCUSED OF A VAGUE STAND ON POLITICAL ISSUES

romney was further observed as a man sincere in his piety
yet moving in an aura of evangelical vagueness supposedly
he took a firm stand favoring open housing for negroes and
added that each person was a child of god As woodrow
wilson indicated while president piety could be associated
with inflexibility the editors wondered if romney had those
qualities rather than those of the politician which were said
to include the ability to compromise and achieve the pos-
sible 34

ibid
2 romney victory gilds his chances for 68 business week nov 12

1966 45
holy george new republic vol 155 dec 53 1966 4

ibid
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describing a conference between nelson rockefeller and
romney in puerto rico newsweek noted that romney s per-
formanceformance suggested he still had much to learn about politics
the magazine reported an internal dispute raging over his
image william scranton and other moderates allegedly
thought romney should soft pedal his piety and concentrate
on honing his positions one observer said he s been told to
cut down the spiritual bit he can t get away with stuffing
his holier than thou attitude down the throats of the voters
they 11ll gag on it by 68 but romney and his associates re-
portedlyportedly disagreed and felt he had to appear as what he was

a spiritually oriented decent businessman who has spent his
life as a family man and one who can exert a moral force
because it is not feigned but comes from inside 35

the national review blasted romney about his letter of
explanation for not supporting barry goldwater for the presi-
dency in 1964 calling it a blend of sanctimony social history
and analysis all of it self serving romney allegedly claimed
goldwater appealed to segregationists because of an emphasis
on states rights it would also be possible suggested the au-
thor to reason that to favor mormonism was to favor the
congenital and perpetual inferiority of the black race a little
dogmatic problem within governor romney s church which he
is overdue in reconciling with his political faith 36 it could
be readily seen that the mormon negro position was one which
continually confronted romney s political hopes regardless of
his response finally in 1966 newsweek described the evan-
gelicalgelical romney s campaign style outspoken and opaque im-
pressivelypressively self assured and relentlessly self righteous an acti-
vist but also a sermonizer he was seen selling his brand of
politics with the same shoot from the heart fervor that won
him success in the compact car market but he still looked less
than presidential 37

in 1967 harpers characterized romney as a family man
and tireless champion of moral uplift and the closest thing
to an eisenhowerElseneisenhower to yet appear on the american political scene
if romney sounds increasingly like the peace unity and moral

purity candidate that eisenhowerElseneisenhower was inin 1952 why so much
the better romney was thought merchandisable as a can

the dorado summit newsweek vol 68 dec 5 1966 31
romney s letter national redlewreview vol 18 dec 1513 1966 1257 1258
romney on the road newsweek vol 68 dec 19 1966 22 23
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didatedidace and was reported to believe unhesitatingly in prayer
his standard speech to women in which he talked about the
gravest threats to the future of our country the decline in

religious conviction moral character and family life and
yes the derogation of virginity in the future mothers of
america always thrilled them asserted the author the sim-
ple goodness of this latter day puritan were considered
perfect for his candidacy the religious missionary and the
successful salesman are essentially mirror images each has
something to sell and its superior merits are never in
doubt 1381131138

if romney had reached the white house he may well have
been the first president to have delivered a soapbox speech
inin hyde park suggested the author he further believed that
the mormon negro position would give romney little trouble
in a national campaign because his own advanced position on
civil rights would insulate him against attack moreover most
americans were thought less familiar with mormonism than
with john kennedy s catholicism As a side issue cynics in
salt lake suggested that romney s candidacy could spur di-
vine revelation to end the negro doctrine in the mormon
church romney reportedly had a messiah complex to con-
tend with readily associating his own purposes with those of
god and regarding any opposition as unreasonable because
of his self discipline he was said to sometimes find release in
a temper with a very short fuse some michigan democrats
called it a nearer my god to thee complex and one even
said it s all right for george to want to be president but I1
object to his using the white house as a stepping stone

does the nation want as chief executive a supersalesmansuper salesman in
a white rambler with the predestinarian faith of john foster
dulles a man whose favorite song is sigmund rombergsrombelgsrotbergsRombergs

stouthearted men and whose credo is we can because
we believe if america is yearning once again for that old
time religion george W romney is ready and has the faith 39

pertaining to mrs romney and the mormon negro posi-
tion the christian century rendered an outspoken editorial it
was clear they said that the problem illustrated discrimination

william V shannon george romney holy and hopeful hayHarharperspeyspelspers
monthly magazine vol 234 feb 1967 556255 62
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imputing inferiority to negroes 40 newsweek noted romney s

quick if not direct response to the salt lake ministerial
association s request that he disclaim his church s stand on the
negro he refused to inject the church into public affairs
and pointed to his own enviable record in civil rights but his
interrogator was not impressed 41 in contrast to his vague posi-
tion on viet nam life reported roromneymneyamney open and frank with
the ministerial association if my church prevented me as a
public official from doing those things for social justice that I1

thought right I1 would quit the church but it does not pur-
portedlyportedly thirty five percent of michigan s negro voters sup-
ported his electionreelectionre to the governorship in the last cam-
paign 4212 newsweek thought less of the same confrontation
claiming romney handled the issue less adroitly than did john
kennedy his own problem regarding catholicism in 1960 43

the reporter observed that romney was in search of an-
other speech writer to put more zip and substance into his
remarks which were suffering from an excess of righteous
generalities and appeals to higher morality 44 time pressed
romney to prove his religious beliefs would not influence his
political decisions in spite of a progressive civil rights record
he still supposedly had to demonstrate to most negroes that he
did not share his church s traditional belief that negroes
were cursed 45

running a feature story on romney in may of 1967 life
included many facets of the man and his religion A young
romney aide frankly admitted being converted to romney s

religion mainly because he outranautran me richard headlee was
walking along a corridor inin detroit s auditorium one day
feeling twentyfivetwenty five years younger than the governor but ended
up in near geriatric collapse there was this polish band
there he grabbed my wife mary and started polka ing with
her then he shook hands with all the kids and then he went
out and delivered a speech 1I was still sitting there panting I1
figured I1 had to do something purportedly headlee was

mrs romney s quandryquandaryQuandry christian century vol 84 feb 8 1967
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cormonsmormonsMormons and the negro newsweek vol 69 march 6 1967 80
romney rubs noses with voters life vol 62 march 3 1967

707470 74
romantic interlude newsweek vol 69 march 6 1967 5434

jules witcover george romney s road show hamlet the reporter
vol 36 march 2523 1967 37

the long hot century time vol 89 april 28 1967 21
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visited by two mormon missionaries who ofofferedferedcered to pray with
him to help him give up smoking he eventually joined the
church and was still flabbergasted by romney s stamina 46

romney allegedly delivered a sermon in a mormon meeting
with evangelical fervor making it clear where the seat of his
belief lay his missionary experience was said to have given
him confidence and taught him to handle hecklers which he
still did well suddenly flaring out as if he were back on the
streetcornerstreetcorner still considered by mormonscormons to be one of the
great missionaries of the church romney reportedly rated high
achievement as detroit stake president the present stake presi-
dent edwin jones ascribed somewhat awesome powers to
the man miraculous things happen to him we believe that
we have the right to place our hands upon the heads of those
who are sick and anoint them with oil one boy in particular
who had polio made a very startling recovery after george
participated in the blessing 47

RELIGIOUS fundamentalism
accused of claiming a direct pipeline to god because

of his habit of praying about major decisions romney replied
it was something any human being can follow related the
author romney further referred to the constitution as divine-
ly inspired suggesting the mormon belief that america was
singled out by god for special blessings his religious funda-
mentalism touches day to day american democracy and the
two would seem not to conflict since he saw his religion and his
country as a single mythic heritage though romney al-
legedly believed in separation of church and state and agreed
with the supreme court decision against 11 state prepared
prayer he nevertheless was said to believe strongly in spon-
taneous prayer his mind then was supposedly not captive but
devout although he considered himself a servant of god
noted thetiietile author he would never be an instrument of the
mormon church for he believed himself a free agent an-
other belief compatible with mormonism he reportedly made
his disagreements pointedly with ultra conservatives ezra taft
benson and his son reed a john birch society representative

brock brown puzzling front runner life vol 62 may 5 1967
858785 87
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and though accepting his church s theological position on the
negro he was believed to have done more perhaps than any
other republican to further civil rights 48

the new york times magazine described a romney ap-
pearancepearance at dartmouth college where he was greeted by heck-
ling placards saying god is alive and thinks he s george
romney and george is the biggest thing since the edsel
he stands for 1 motherhood 2 america and 3 A

hot lunch for orphans the dartmouth five had greeted
him playing the predictable when the saints come marching
in allegedly some of the most poorly educated negroes had
indicated their awareness of the mormon practice for instance
a negro teenybopper in san francisco said to her boyfriend
that romney he s a pretty cool governor the answer was
he belongs to a church where YOU ain t got no soul 49

in atlanta a negro woman asked romney how he could
feel comfortable in the mormon church but he reportedly
had no real answer his church may have been troublesome in
the racial areas claimed the author but it was very helpful in
the long tough political haul the impromptu speech in
which romney is most completely at ease is the inspirational
appeal with its stress on the divinely inspired nature of ameri-
can government and the sure ability of every individual to
achieve happiness and success through faith and good works
mrs romney was thought very protective of the governor
and supposedly criticized the press when they ran what she
felt were prejudicial stories on him and once at a cocktail party
she deftly swept romney s glass out of his hand at the ap-
proach of a photographer despite the fact that it contained a
good mormon drink ginger ale 50

covering the formal announcement by romney of his can-
didacy for the presidential nomination newsweek called it a

preachy ten minute statement in which he talked against big
government unfulfilled promises to the poor a war with no
visible end and the growing aimlessness and flabbiness of
the american nation what americans needed he said was
leadership worthy of god s blessing 51 even his formal an

ibid 899289 92
warren weaver jr romney sounds an uncertain trumpet new

york times magazine nov 19 1967 45 46
ibid 138
it s official newsweek vol 70 nov 27 1967 29
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nouncement was tinged with his religious devotion christianity
today commented on the announcement favorably saying it
coincided with his known religious views including the separa-
tion of church and state however concluded the author it
was sad that most americans are eager to minimize the
religious issueissue in public life precisely at a time when our na-
tional history most clearly bears the marks of a great religious

2152115202crisis

the conservative national review stressed the importance
of mormonism as a pervasive part of romney s life should he
be the republican nominee he would be the most avowedly
religious candidate since the fundamentalist bryan last ran
in 1908 romney had said strongly noted the author that
no training college or otherwise would substitute for his
religious training he was said to regard marriage as sacred
thus when nelson rockefeller s marriage ended in divorce
relations between the two men threatened to cool gus scholle
president of the michigan AFLCIOAFL CIO allegedly thought the
fasting and prayer to decide whether to run for governor was
a phony stunt since son mitt had reportedly told thedetroittheDetroit
news that his dad had decided to run at dinner before the fast
began this story supposedly dashed the apocalyptic effect
of god telling him to run in spite of his church s negro
stand romney seemed to have a good appeal from negroes and
a healthy record in civil rights however his grasp of major
issues was felt to be decidedly weak the fundamentalist as-
pects of his religion may have rubbed off on a fundamentalist
view of political philosophy one man probed at the governor s

complexities claiming romney s biggest weakness was that he
had no vices 53

for a nation wedded to the consumer economy to planned
obsolescence and to the salesmanship of alexander bottsbolts
romney s evangelical aggressiveness may hit the people
right inin their revival tents if his pitch catches on he
might make it yet and the country could anticipate the
january day when all texans leave the white house and the
saints come marching in 5414

romney received a cool treatment from the press on his

editorial romney on religion christianity today dec 8 1967 30
james jackson kilpatrick romney salesman on the move national

review vol 19 dec 12 1967 137313831373 1383
54ibid 14001400
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viet nam trip time observed his tendency to lecture the
troops wherever he went even to preach speaking of the
divinity of christ to both christians and non christians he ap-
pealed for stoical acceptance of death on the battlefield at
christmas dinner at cu chi he reportedly made a sermonettemonettesermonettiser
saying we have to lose ourselves for others some have to
lose lives young and some when we are older after hearing
him speak one negro marine asked dryly Is the governor
letting negroes into his church yetyet55 the same magazine
evaluated his progress in the campaign in new hampshire
by quoting one slogan

the wind atop mount washington is singing romney s

right
the waves that wash new hampshire s shores are roaring

romney s right
george romneysdomneysRomneys right for our country now we need a man

today
whoschos tough enough to do what s right and man enough to

pray 56

but pray as he might romney was far behind richard
nixon in the polls as the need to do right became as
urgent as this campaign anthem nevertheless romney sup-
posedly ordered only 1000 bumper stickers and a few hundred
psychedelic posters that pictured him glowing with an inner

purple light 57

on the stump said time romney continued his perfervid
moralizingmoralizing by emphasizing the importance of discipline to
children and holding families together 58 people were report-
edly listening to him preach against godlessness immorality
sloth and the decline of the family 59 in some speeches hebe
apparently listed what he termed the nation s six declines
religious conviction moral character quality of family life the
principle of individual responsibility patriotism and respect
for law 6010

when romney withdrew from the race because of nixon s

commanding lead the new republic had some observations
55 romney goes to the war time vol 91 jan 5 1968 25
00manman enough to pray time vol 91 jan 19 1968 1513
ibid571bid

38 romney redivinesdivinesRe time vol 91 jan 26 1968 15 16
59 mining the mother lode time vol 91 feb 2 1968 20
60stately60 stately pace vs aggressive courtship time vol 91 mar 1 1968
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said the editors we have never found his evangelical right-
eousness easy to take but have always liked the man they
noticed that there was an amazing contrast between romney s

withdrawal and the november day in 1962 when richard nixon
announced in an embarrassing whining denunciation of the
press that it would be his last press conference you
won t have nixon to kick around any more after his an-
nouncementno romney took questions and made his first reply
with a chuckle no this will not be my last press conference 61

in a sentimental final tribute to romney the saturday
review characterized him as an also ran who had guile-
lessly admitted being brainwashed in viet nam his difficulties
mounting with the detroit riots perhaps even his church led
inevitably to the moment of truth when in a lonely motel room
he decided to withdraw his candidacy he reportedly believed
in being our brother s keepers his ideas and way are derived
from his religious faith his mormonism was further assessed
as a personal thing helping to nurture his belief in a doitdo it
yourself organization concept romney apparently had deep
concern for the negro seeing him as the last pioneer battling
a closed frontier in all this romney has shown courage
one hopes that conscience and talents and dedication of this
man may yet be utilized by his party and his country 62

conclusion
significantly the literature indicated no panic at the pros-

pect of a mormon in the white house as there would have
been at the turn cf the century nor was the matter of the sep-
aration of church and state a discernible problem there were
however three serious roadblocks to the romney candidacy

1 his vagueness on the issues 2 the negro doctrine of the
mormon church and 3 his piety in a greater part of the
literature he was chided for failure to meet issues squarely or
to suggest specific solutions to major national problems par-
ticularlyticularly was this observed with respect to viet nam about
which romney changed his position periodically reporters
came to believe that he did not have deep enough knowledge
of the national scene especially foreign affairs to handle him

from george to nelson new republic vol 157 march 9 1968 4
2margaret L coit the dream nobody wanted to hear saturday review

of literature vol 61 april 6 1968 37 5838
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self effectively on the political stump brainwashing was of
course the classic example increasingly he appeared to the
press as a bumbling candidate clearly unprepared for a job as
massive as the presidency

his church affiliation was unquestionably detrimental since
the negro doctrine63doctrine63 made him appear less credible in matters
of race because of the mormon position some listeners re-
mained unconvinced by his expressions of concern for complete
racial equality others were happy to accept this reasoning at
face value and judge him only on his record nevertheless in
an era when civil rights was one of the major political and
social issues the mormon position was a huge handicap it
created conflict throughout the campaign because even people
who tended to believe him on this issue wondered about his
competency in others they were disturbed that he would
espouse a seemingly discriminatory church when he himself
was a progressive it made them question the strength of his
character and potential performance in tight situations sur-
prisinglyprisingly enough the negro issue did not reach the proportions
many had predicted but it undoubtedly would have been more
seriousserious had romney won the nomination

romney s principle problem seemed to be his piety the
somewhat abstract concept that he was too good to be true
though he and many of his associates thought his whole-
some spiritual image an asset in the early days of the cam-
paign it began to give him serious trouble as the critical test
drew near the issue perhaps even hastened the end his habit
of appearing as a preachy candidate with a definite messiah
complex began to damage him badly even though politicians
like lyndon johnson and richard nixon were battle scarred
people were nevertheless uneasy about electing a man as
religious as romney they worried that his principles and
idealism would prevent compromise in the inflexible woodrow
wilson tradition

moreover since the mormon church operates principally
with a lay clergy romney closely resembled a professional
minister seeking the presidency even the idealistic wilson
and the evangelistic william jennings bryan were not as com-
mitted or involved in a church as was romney in romney s

63 for a more complete treatment of this doctrine see the author s negro
slavery and mormon doctrine western humanities review vol 21 autumn
1967 327338327 338
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position as stake president 64 he was a spiritual leader and
preached sermons fromfrcmgromfram the pulpit to his mormon congrega-
tion since he operated in a dual capacity church leader and
businessman for many years it was not surprising that he
would develop an evangelistic quality of speaking beyond
that the mormon church involves its members in numerous
activities and meetings through the week besides the regular
sunday meetings As a result mormonscormons are more deeply in-
volved in their church than people of many other denomina-
tions and often exude a certain religious commitment addit-
ionallytionally the church s practice of sending young men to serve
two years as missionaries in various parts of the globe usually
increases their religious devotion as well as their ability to ex-
press it having shared in that experience romney s demonstra-
tion of piety is not unusual

though he initially projected a clean attractive image
romney seemed not to represent the average american voter
through his religious devotion he began to appear too formid-
able for identification with the masses while johnson and
nixon had faults as did most americans romney appeared
disconcertingly flawless the fear that he believed himself to be
divine and therefore incapable of error produced new frustra-
tion in the voters the public failed to appreciate piety and
the more romney moralizedmoralizermorali zed the more distant the audiences
grew As the press astutely observed he was much more con-
vincing when discussing family life and morals than when he
turned to viet nam with romney resembling an evangelizer
of the billy graham variety more than a down t07earthto earth be-
lievablelievable presidential candidate richard nixon s image corre-
spondinglyspondingly improved in contrast to romney even nixon s loser
reputation seemed welcome

the campaign did demonstrate that a mormon could be
seriously considered for national office without a specter of
fanaticism yet romney s religion proved to be a handicap and
had a profound effect on the campaign s outcome it indicated

romney was stake president until elected to the governorship of michigan
at which time he resigned as stake president and moved from detroit to the
state house in lansing A stake president directs the affairs of approximately
3000 to 5000 mormonscormonsMormons serving under him are bishops of several wards with
300 to 600 members in each the church has approximately three million
members throughout the world and is directed centrally by the general authorit-
ies comprising the prophet his counselors 12 apostles and several other officers
headquartered in salt lake city utah
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a mormon vulnerability in national politics that of civil rights
but the peculiarly mormon problem of negroes and the priest-
hood was not nearly as important as sheer piety for the re-
action of the public clearly suggested that any candidate relying
heavily on piety be it mormon or any other faith could have
serious credibility problems perhaps romney s major liability
was not necessarily mormonism but rather religious dedication
conceivably a candidate of another faith could be faced with
a similar problem or a mormon better able to compartment-
alize his faith and his politics might erase that problem but
george romney s politics and his piety were inseparable and
the damage was more than his presidential aspirations could
withstand



emersons relevance today

RAY S WILLIAMS

it is now a commonplace to question the relevance of much
of what we have called american ideals and values A vocal if
not representative segment of the younger generation has had
enough impact upon social and political theorists to stir them
to a reevaluation of policies which affect the welfare of us all
american literature has not been immune to the charge of ir-
relevance as james E miller jr professor of english at the
university of chicago and current president of the national
council of teachers of english has pointed out every sensitive
teacher he comments must recognize that there are issues
today which are not merely pressing but pursuing and de-
manding ambushingbushingam and assaulting teachers might differ
about the significant issues he adds but we might all well
agree that we are living in a time of crisis in which we must lay
aside the old ways that have not worked and find new ways
that do work the new visions that speak to our anguish 1

and what are the issues miller lists white racism prob-
lems stemming from urban and suburban sprawl the popula-
tion explosion and general dehumanization of life the prob-
lems of human relations created by technology and the daily
violence which one way or another touches us all 2 it wouldnwouldnt t
be difficult for a teacher of english to make a list of issues
from the examination textbooks he receives for possible use
in writing courses the titles indicate the content the signifi-
cant issues the radical vision the rebel his moment and
his motives alienation relevantsRelevants controversy the list could

dr williams assistant professor of english at brigham young university has
studied and taught american literature for several years he has specialized
in the literature of emerson s time

the classic american writers and the radicalizedRadicali zed curriculum college
english vol 31 no 6 march 1970 ppap 56566565 66
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be extended it seems indefinitely but the point is clear
enough students are interested in current problems and a grow-
ing number of them simply do not identify with or accept with-
out questioning traditional values and if the teacher wishes
to communicate with them he must recognize this fact

leslie A fiedler has called extremists among these students
the new mutants we may say he notes that the

mutants in our midst are nonparticipantsparticipantsnon in the past though
our wisdom assures us this is impossible dropoutsdrop outs from his-
tory who are protesting the very notion of man which the
universities sought to impose upon them that bourgeois
protestantversionprotestant version of humanism with its view of man as justi-
fied by rationality work duty vocation maturity success and
its concomitant understanding of childhood and adolescence as
a temporarily privileged time of preparation for assuming those
burdens 3 impulse emotion and nonrestriction are preferred
to self discipline order and a rational approach to the solution
of problems and the widespread use of drugs among this
group is not merely a matter of changing taste in stimulants
but a programmatic espousal of an antipuritanicalpuritanicalanti mode of
existence hedonistic and detached one more strategy in the
war on time and work 4

nor is it puritanical notions of work and duty alone that
are being challenged marcia cavell points out traditional be-
lief in the superintendingsuperintending providence of god and standards at
least in theory of morality specifically those relating to sex
and the family she says can no longer be assumed to be
viable and an ideal society as it is conceived by some students
would be guilt free 5

so what is the teacher of american literature to do if we
take these realities to heart miller believes there is much
that we have taught that we might now cease to teach and
there is much that we have not taught that we should now
teach modern stuff can fend for itself writers like jean
toomer and ralph ellison and works such as catch 22 and
one flew over the cuckoos nest but which of the established
writers do we leave out apparently no curriculum would

the new mutants in the radical vision essays for the seventies
ed leo hamalian and F R karl new york thomas Y crowell company
197019704 pappp 4874878989gibid p 501

visions of anewa new religion saturday review of literature december
19 1970 ppap 121412 14 434443 44
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satisfy those who reject totally the past but for those who de-
mand that the curriculum be relevant there are miller thinks
classic writers who speak to current issues these are the eight
listed in the modern languages association s publication eight
american authors poe emerson hawthorne whitman thor-
eau melville twain and james to which miller would add
emily dickinson

this is not to say that these nine are without fault for a
case can be made out against all who are in some measure in
some crucial spot critically even grossly defective further-
more the teacher would revise his emphasis in teaching any
one author shying away from their classic faces their safe
and innocuous works thus poe can be made relevant to the
civilization of nightmare hawthorne says much about dream
terrors and utopia and man s longing for the perfect society
melville is almost too rich but he can be mined for ideas of
11 male chauvinism and stories of existential despair while
emerson would appeal to the militants who believe that

society everywhere is in conspiracy against the manhood of
every one of its members the relevance of thoreau s civil
disobedience is obvious and walt whitman can be shown
to relate to all of the students psychedelic experiences and
their interest in the so called sexual revolution there is
much wackblacknackwach humor in twain and relevant questions about
existential being and nothingness 11

inin the writings of james
emily dickinson would contribute to the modern god Is
dead movement 6

I1 confess a certain uneasiness as I1 consider this proposed
program of relevant literature not that I1 am unaware thatwethatjethat we
often must make an effort to help students appreciate some of
the standard authors As donald hall has pointed out in
identifying one problem to read whittier requires an effort
of the historical imagination we must learn to cope with good-
ness and optimism for negativism is the weather of our
time 177 longfellow is admittedly too gentle cooper and
irving are too much concerned with the past and resistenceresistanceresistence to
change at least radical change and howells wrote about too
many of the smiling aspects of life for modern tastes and so
the criticism goes

miller ppap 56769567 69
whittier the laurel poetry series new york dell publishing company

1960 p 18
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but even if the instructor should decide to restrict his cur-
riculum to only eight or nine authors which I1 think would
be a mistake their classic faces have a great deal to say
about contemporary issues hawthorne s main thesis the evil
consequences of isolation from the sympathy achieved through
brotherhood with mankind is certainly relevant to the problem
of dehumanization today and even more relevant perhaps is
his intuitive awareness that the problems of the spirit will admit
of spiritual cures only 1 I am thinking of rappacciniRappaccini s
daughter in a society dominated by technology as valuable
as technology may be we will ignore hawthorne s insight at
our own peril twain s classic work huckleberry finn can
certainly be shown to be a rebuke to white racism and james s

emphasis on the failure to perceive the intentions of people
to accurately determine their motives cannot be considered ir-
relevant in any consideration of the problems of human re-
lations

but perhaps I1 am most perplexed because 1I like mr miller
am concerned for the fate of mankind and am at a loss to
understand how his proposed program of studies would allevi-
ate our distress I1 propose to show that by ignoring emerson s

classic face we would emasculate the large body of his
works and deprive ourselves of some of the clearest insights
available to us to improve the fate of mankind I1 would begin
with his belief that the whole secret of a teacher s force lies
in the conviction that men are convertible they want
awakening J IV 278 8 and I1 would certainly point out to
my students that the notion that emerson would remedy the
evil of the world by ignoring itit9ita is inaccurate and misrepre-
sentativesentative of his thinking the following is more typical

each must be armed not necessarily with musket and pike
happy if seeing these he can feel that he has better muskets
and pikes in his energy and constancy let him accuse
none let him injure none the way to mend the bad world
is to create the right world worship

further emerson knew that values are often perverted thus
losing any redemptive value they may have

citations from emerson s journals in my paper are to the journals and
miscellaneous notebooks of ralph waldo emerson ed william H gilman
et al cambridge belknap press 1960

miller admits this is a general criticism of emerson
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the consolation and happy moment of life atoning for all
shortcomingsshort comings is sentiment a flame of affection or delightdelight
in the heart burning up suddenly for its object no matter
what the object is so it be good this flame of desire makes
life sweet and tolerable it reinforces the heart that feels it
makes all its acts and words gracious and interesting now
society and towns is sic infested by persons who seeing that
the sentiments please counterfeit the expression of them
these we call sentimentalists talkers who mistake the de-
scription for the thing saying for having yes they adopt
whatever merit is in good repute and almost make it hate-
ful with their praise A little experience acquaints us
with the unconvertabilityunconvertibilityunconvertability of the sentimentalist the soul that
is lost by mimicking the soul was ever one converted
the innocence and ignorance of the patient is the first dif-
ficultyfi he believes his disease is blooming health social
aims

in short the mark of an educated man is his ability to recognize
a good man

emerson s radicalism his doctrine of self reliance has im-
mediate appeal to students who believe institutions are op-
pressive as miller observed but it is easy to misread emerson
if his statements are taken out of context a risk it seems to me
inherent in the haste to make him relevant it is true that
emerson often commented about the stultifying effect of con-
formity on the development of individual potential especially
in the earlier essays but the reason conformityconformityis is deadly is al-
ways clclearear in order for men to lead satisfying and productive
lives they must be receptive to the intuitions of the soul a
point which is clearly established in the widely acclaimed es-
say self reliance whether he could prove his theory of in-
tuition inspiration or not this theory of ultimate percep-
tion of right or wrong as bliss perry has noted became
emerson s lifelong creed 10 but perry continues how many
young persons who have been thrilled by the pages of self
reliance have been able to perceive simply by the evidence
offered in that essay that emerson always hadbad the higher self
in mind and that in his son s words he really meant god
reliance when he said self reliance 11 society wars against
the individual because society at least in a direct way cannot
offer the individual what emerson believed was crucial to his
welfare

emerson today princeton princeton university press 1931 p 20
ibid p 26
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but that is not to say that society should be destroyed
emerson didndian t go so far as lowell in his criticism of thoreau s

isolationism but it is clear that he disapproved of it instead
of engineering for all america emerson commented thoreau
became captain of a huckleberry party and emerson s whole
theory of the uses of great men the idea he developed as an
introduction to the work representative men was just that
they could be useful men become great by obeying their own
intuition but by so doing show to others their own potential
our chief want in life is somebody who shall make us do

what we can this is the service of a friend there is a
sublime attraction in him to whatever virtue is in us con-
siderationssiderations by the way

emerson further qualified his doctrine of self reliance by
emphasizing the need to be of service

the secret of culture is to learn that a few great points
steadily reappear alike in the poverty of the obscurest farm
and in the miscellany of metropolitan life and that these
few alone are to be regarded the escape from all false ties
courage to be what we are and the love of what is simple
and beautiful indepedenceindependence and cheerful relation these are
the essentials these and the wish to serve to add some-
what to the wellbeingwell being of men considerations by the
way see also the volume society and solitude in which the
relationship of the individual to society is explored at length

negativism is the last thing anyone would associate with
emerson although he gave doubt its due in the essay experi-
ence and heartily admired montaigne whom he called the
skeptic on the contrary he was so optimistic his idealism
becomes a liability the problem is whether he was aware
enough of the human condition which is to say the evil in-
herent in man s nature so obviously manifested in human be-
havior emerson himself did little to allay suspicion he once
admitted my heart did never counsel me to sin J IV 48.48
robert M gay believed that in all his family unbridled
passion and the coarser vices hardly existed he lived in an
ascetic atmosphere where being good was merely natural 12

but if emerson was immune to the coarser vices he was not
blind to them in others nor unaware of the limitations that
hinder human achievement he once noted in his journal that

emerson A study of the poet as seer new york doubleday doran
and company inc 1928 p 31
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it takes a great deal of elevation of thought to produce a
very little elevation of life and that only gradually can we
break through the trivial forms of habit to bend our living
towards our idea J V 489.489 the following comment from
the conservative suggests anything but a facile optimism

yet men are not philosophers but are rather very foolish
children who by reason of their partiality see everything in
the most absurd manner and are victims at all times of the
nearest object our experience our perception is condi-
tioned by the need to acquire in parts and succession that
is with every truth a certain falsehood

unfortunately people learn slowly their own temperaments
their hereditary dispositions and unfavorable environments per-
haps most of all their illusions get in the way all of this
emerson admitted in the essays experience fate and il-
lusionslu

so what is man to do the answer emerson invariably gave
entitles him at least to a hearing for he refused to confirm
man in his desperation A low hopeless spirit puts out the
eyes skepticism is slow suicide resources all better-
ment lies in a positive attitude an affirmative A steady
mind a believing mind wins the world he wrote in his jour-
nal V 325 and noted in the essay courage that he has
not learned the lesson of life who does not every day surmount
a fear hence emerson s great admiration for activity for get-
ting things done there are several references to napoleon in
his journals and essays but they all make the same point he
belonged to a class fast growing in the world who think that
what a man can do is his greatest ornament and that he always
consults his dignity by doing it literary ethics he fur
thur noted that napoleon went to the edge of his possibility
and that he felt with every wise man that as much life is
needed for conservation as for creation if the truth were
known emerson quipped we are always in peril always in
a bad plight just on the edge of destruction and only to be
saved by invention and courage napoleon

thus his works are full of praise for idealism and hope
the joy of the spirit indicates its strength all healthy things

are sweet tempered power dwells with cheerfulness hope
puts us in a working moodwbilstmood whilst despair untunesantunes the
active powers considerations by the way
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alienation and estrangement were as foreign to emerson as
anguish nowhere was he able to sustain either mood very long
for he was convinced that the universe what he liked to call
the nature of things was structured to confirm man s desire
to believe that his life has meaning spontaneous action is al-
ways the best he reiterated countless times because it is an act
of reception of receiving impressions from the oversoul an
act which all may participate in and whose laws of influx all
may study A healthy soul stands united with the just and
true as the magnet arranges itself with the pole he wrote in

intellect that a benevolent spiritual power might not exist
seems never to have concerned emerson

0 my brothers god exists there is a soul at the center of
nature and over the will of every man so that none of us
can wrong the universe spiritual laws

but man can wrong himself the evolution of a highly des-
tined society must be moral he noted it must run in the
grooves of the celestial wheels in order to accomplish any-
thing excellent man must have catholic aims all action must
lean on principle let us not lie and steal no god will help

work rather for those interests which the divinities honor
and promote justice love freedom knowledge utility the
true test of a civilization emerson concluded is not the cen-
sus nor the size of the cities nor the crops no but the kind
of man the country turns out civilization

I1 have attempted to show solely on the grounds of his
ideas that emerson is relevant today he may also be defended
on artistic and aesthetic grounds as miller admits 13 thus
while I1 disagree with those who would radically revise the cur-
riculum of american literature I1 believe there is merit in ask-
ing ourselves as critics of the curriculum have asked whether
our emphasis is where it should be surely there is much to be
gained by asking ourselves what accounts for emerson s opti-
mism for amid the wail of so much negativism his strong posi-
tive voice is needed to remind us despair is only one mood man
is capable of and need not be final to quote him once more 1I
count no man much because he cows or silences me any fool
can do that but if his conversation enriches or rejoices me I1
must reckon him wise J IV 268.268

miller p 569
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during the romanesque and byzantine periods of christian art
the primitive concept of the betrayal of christ at the last supper de-
picts judas iscariot inin the conspicuous position usually seated alone
on the opposite side of the table as the betrayer centuries later
leonardo da vinci places judas within the group this interestingly
enough creates a psychological effect upon the observer which ten-
tativelytatively unifies the twelve as he senses the immediate impact of the
group but it is not difficult to sort judas out

in visualizing the circumstances around this event I1 perceived
that the most significant moment as it relates to the latter day saint
was just before it became apparent to anyone who was to betray our
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lord except for christ himself by provoking the observer instead
of making a decision for him I1 believe his experience of deciding
where the guilt lies is internalized which makes him a participant
with the twelve in their relationship with christ at this crucial
moment

furthermore I1 wanted a certain ambiguity in my statement so
that it might be analogous of something else eg the radical nature
of eternal truth the dispensation ushered in by christ himself at
the meridian of time contained many truths which were apparently
in strong contrast to the traditions of his time so it is in our day
the conflict between truth and tradition





the bernhisel manuscript copy
of joseph smiths inspired
version of the bible

ROBERT j MATTHEWS

the bernhisel manuscript is so named because it is a hand-
written copy made by dr john M bernhisel 1 from the original
manuscripts of joseph smith s new translation 2 of the
bible in order to correctly assess and analyze the bernhisel

this article was made possible by the cooperation of three agencies first
the historian s library of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
which made available a xerox copy of the bernhisel manuscript for the study
second the reorganized church RLDS with headquarters at independence
missouri which granted permission for research to be done with the original
manuscript of the inspired version third the department of seminaries and
institutes of religion which ffinanced the project and granted the writer time
to make the study the research was done in independence in september 1969
and in february 1970

dr matthews is director of academic research for the department of sem-
inaries and institutes he is author of A look at the inspired translation

1963 an appreciation of isaiah 1965 and miracles of jesus 1968 as
well as the compiler of index and concordance to the teachings of the prophet
joseph smith 1966 and choswhos who in the book of mormon 1966

johnohn milton bernhisel was bornbombob in cumberland county pennsylvania on
june 23 1799 he was baptized a member of the church in new york at an
early date and later became a bishop he received the degree of doctor of medi-
cine at the university of pennsylvania in 1827 and came to nauvoo in april
1843 where he became a friend of the prophet joseph smith in salt lake city
he was a close neighbor and friend of orson pratt residing on the corner of
north temple and west temple streets he was an active physician in salt lake
city was utah s first delegate to congress and is perhaps best known in the
church for his political activities he died on september 18 1881 in salt
lake city

2theathehe prophet joseph smith consistently referred to his revision of the
bible as a translation in almost every reference to it in the history of the
church and in the doctrine and covenants the word translation is used the
work came to be known as the new translation of the bible and it isis so
identified on the manuscripts of the revision in certain letters of the prophet
and in the lectures on faith the cover sheet of the bernhisel copy also calls
it the new translation early leaders of the church referred to the work as
the new translation but in later years it has come to be known as the inspired
version and as the inspired revision in this article the term inspired
version is used
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copy it is first necessary to survey the original documents from
which it was copied

THE ORIGINAL manuscripts OF THE INSPIRED VERSION

AN OVERVIEW

the original manuscripts of the inspired version were pre-
pared by the prophet joseph smith and his scribes and consist
of three manuscripts for the old testament and two for the
new testament the old testament shows two initial manu-
scripts of parts of genesis and a third manuscript extending
from genesis 1111 through the entire old testament to malachi
each of these is also prefaced by an account of a vision once
given to moses these three manuscripts have been convenient-
ly cataloguedcataloguercatalogued by the reorganized LDS church as old test-
ament manuscript 1 old testament manuscript 2 and
old testament manuscript 3 going from earliest to latest
with each succeeding manuscript containing additional re-
visions over the earlier there are in all 191 pages of old
testament manuscript each page measuring ag7g7y8 inches x 14
inches

for the new testament there is an initial manuscript of
matthew from 11 through 2671 cataloguedcataloguercatalogued for convenienceconvenience
as new testament manuscript 1 A second manuscript con-
sisting of four folios repeats and additionally revises the new
testament manuscript 1 and continues on through the entire
new testament this later manuscript is cataloguedcataloguercatalogued as new
testament manuscript 2 there are in all 266 pages of
new testament manuscript each page measuring 777y8 inches
x 14 inches

the manuscript texts of the bible are written in full for
genesis chapters 1241 24 and also for the books of matthew
mark luke and the first five chapters of john in these books
even the passages that are not revised are included and written
in full however for the remainder of the bible a shorter
method isis used inin which only the verses to be revised are
written in the manuscripts and in many instances only the
actual words of the revision are written rather than the entire
verse or phrase in the shorter method the revisions are identi-
fied by chapter and verse citations whereas in the chapters
written in full often only the chapter is identified with no
verse designations
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in addition to the manuscript sheets the prophet used a
large family style edition of the king james version of the
bible printed in cooperstownCoopers town new york in 1828 in this bible
the prophet placed many markimarklmarkingsngsi and crossed out many
words mostly italicized words the markings consist
exclusively of check marks indicating passages to be revised
contrary to popular opinion the words of the revision are not
written in the margin or between the lines in the prophet s

bible the marked bible and the manuscript sheets are held
today by the reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day
saints and are housed in independence missouri

DR bernhiseisbernhisels manuscript NOTES AND MARKED BIBLE

brother bernhisel explained that he made his copy of the
new translation of the bible in 1845 while living in nauvoo
illinois the story as told by bernhisel and recorded by L john
nuttall 3 on wednesday september 10 1879 is as follows

elder john M bernhisel called at the request of pres
taylor and explained concerning his manuscript copy of the
new translation of the bible as taken from the manuscript
of the prophet joseph smith bro bernhisel stated 1 I had
great desires to see the new translation but did not like
to ask for it but one evening being at bro joseph s house
about a year after his death sister emma to my surprise
asked me if I1 would not like to see it I1 answered yes she
handed it to me the next day and I1 kept it in my custody
about three months she told me it was not prepared for the
press as joseph had designed to go through it again I1 did not
copy all that was translated leaving some few additions and
changes that were made in some of the books but so far as
I1 did copy I1 did so as correctly as I1 could do the markings
in my bible correspond precisely with the markings in the
prophet joseph s bible so that all the books corrected in his
bible so far as I1 now know are marked in my bible but as I1
stated the additions are not all made in my manuscript of
those books that I1 did not copy 4

dr bernhisel arrived in salt lake valley on sunday sep-
tember 24 1848 as a member of the heber C kimball com-
pany and it is assumed that he brought his manuscript and

leonard john nuttall 1834- 190518341905 was private secretary to president
john taylor and later to president wilford woodruff

L john nuttall diary vol 1 brigham young university library
provo utah entry for september 10 1879
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marked bible with him at that time 5 president brigham young
orson pratt george A smith and others knew of the bern-
hisel copy and it became the subject of a conversation in the
school of the prophets in salt lake city saturday june 20
1868 the report of which states

the school of the prophets met at 1 PM president
young spoke of the new translation of the bible and said it
was not complete dr bernhisel testified that the prophet
told him he wished to reviserevise it emma smith let dr bernhisel
have the new translation to peruse it for three months during
this time the doctor copied much of it

orson pratt compared many of the sayings inin the new
and old translations evidently referring to the new
translation by joseph smith as compared to the old king
james version

george A smith testified that he had heard joseph say
before his death that the new translation was not complete
that he had not been able to prepare it and that it was
probably providentially so 6

in addition to making a handwritten manuscript dr bern-
hisel said that he copied the markings from the prophet s bible
into his own bible all that the writer has been able to learn
of the bernhisel copy of the marked bible is that there was such
a bible we may confidently conclude that it was a king james
version but the printing date physical description and its

it is erroneously reported by andrew jensen LDS bibliographical encyclo-
pedia vol 1 salt lake city 1901 p 72324723 24 that Bernbernhiselhiselbisel did not arrive
in the salt lake valley until july 18 1851 however this was the date of a
second visit to the valley that bernhisel arrived on september 24 1848 and
stayed until may 6 1849 is documented by many sources which tell of the
arrival of the kimball company list bernhisel as a member of that company
and tell of his activities not only during the journey but also inin the salt lake
valley during the winter of 1848491848 49 see B H roberts comprehensive history
of the church vol 3 salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints p 319 juanita brooks on the mormon FonfionferfontiercontierFi onferriertierryer the diary of
hosea stout vol 1 salt lake city utah state historical society 1964 p
311 entry for monday may 15 1848 ross G cleland and juanita brooks
A mormon chronicle the diaries of john D lee 184818761848 1876 vol 1 san
marino california the huntington library 1955 ppap 314031 40

journal history of the church april june 1868 church historian s
library salt lake city entry for june 20 1868 p 1 the above reference to
the statements of president young and george A smith are in agreement with
a similar comment by george Q cannon wherein he wrote we have heard
president brigham young state that the prophet before his death had spoken
to him about going through the translation of the scriptures again and perfecting
it upon points of doctrine which the lord had restrained him from giving in
plainness and fulnessfalness at the time of which we write february 2 18331183318351855
life of joseph smith the prophet salt lake city deseret book company
1958 p l48n148n
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present location are unknown at this time the writer con-
tacted several of dr bernhisel s living descendents but was
unable to learn anything further concerning it 7 the bernhisel
copy of the manuscript however is currently in the possession
of the church in salt lake city utah

according to bernhisel s testimony he made the manuscript
copy in 1845 about a year after the death of the prophet joseph
smith and explained that it was the prophet s widow emma
who let him take the bible and the manuscript sheets for three
months in order to do the work there seems to be no direct
evidence that dr bernhisel had ever spoken to the prophet
joseph smith about making a copy of the new translation
it should be noted therefore that the bernhisel copy was a
private endeavor and there is no clear historical evidence that
he made the copy for or at the request of the church

bernhisel s handwriting is legible easily read and typical of
the time with flourishes embellishments antiquated abbrevia-
tions an unusual style of double s and very little punctua-
tion there are three dates on the bernhisel copy all of them
inin the old testament portion indicating when he was
engaged in the work these are may 20 1845 may 27 1845
and june 5 1845 although the original manuscripts of the
new translation contain several dates both in the old and
new testament portions bernhisel copied only one that of
july 2 183318351853 which is at the conclusion of the old testament

THE TEXT OF THE BERNHISEL manuscript
the writer carefully compared the bernhisel manuscript

with the original manuscripts from which it had been copied
and observed that

1 the bernhisel copy consists of excerpts from old
testament manuscript 3 with a few verses from
old testament manuscript 2 and new testament
manuscript 2

2 bernhisel generally copied correctly and accurately but
made some errors of the hand and eye such as omit-
ting some words writing some words twice mis

the writer had the privilege of examining the prophet s marked bible
the same bible referred to by bernhisel and copied the markings into his own

edition of the king james version the huge number of markings can be
illustrated by the fact that to copy them required a total of 17 hours
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spelling some and leaving other evidences of human
fallibility however when viewed as a whole the
bernhisel copy as far as it goes accurately represents
the sense of the originals but has the major defect of
being grossly incomplete

3 dr bernhisel did not make a simple transcription of
the originals but did some adapting interpreting
judging and thinking for himself he also made some
explanatory comments beyond the content of the
original documents he was copying

bernhiseisbernhisels PROCEDURE

comparison with the original manuscripts reveals much con-
cerning dr bernhisels procedure in making his copy in some
respects it could be said that he made an interpretive or

adapted copy there is evidence that he was working co-
operatively with both an open king james version of the bible
and the handwritten manuscript sheets

a adding verse numbers

in many places the original manuscripts contain little versi-
ficationfi even for entries corresponding to the king james
version of the bible however in the bernhisel copy these
passages are often numbered as the following example shows

1 kings 31831 8

inspired version manuscript Bembernhiselhisel copy
OT 3 p 75 P 5636

1 and the lord was not pleased with 1 and the lord was not pleased
solomon for he made affinity with with solomon for he made affinity
pharaoahpharroahPharaoah king of egypt and took with pharoah king of egypt and
pharoahs daughter to wife and took pharoahs daught to wife and
brought her into the house of david brought her into the house of david
until he had made an end of build-
ing

etc
his own house and the house of

the lord and the wall of jerusalem
round about and the lord blessed 2 and tthehe lord blessed solomon for
solomon for the peoples sake only the peoples sake only and the people
and the people sacrificed in high sacrificed etc
placeslaces because there was no house
builtbulit6ulit unto the name of the lord until
those days and because the lord 3 and because the lord blessed solo-

monblessed solomon as he was walking as he was walking in the stat-
utesin the statutes of david his father he of david his father he began

began to love the lord and he sacri-
ficed

to love the lord and he sacrificed
and burnt incense in high places and burnt incense in high places and

and he called on the name of the called on the name of the lord
lord
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the above passage continues through verse eight with
the original manuscript presenting the entire text but showing
no verse numbering or divisions except verse one whereas the
bernhisel copy numbers the verses from one to eight according
to the king james version it should be noted also that the
bernhisel copy contains only portions of each verse but the
original contains the whole of each verse

the foregoing example demonstrates that dr bernhisel
had a king james version of the bible open at the time he
copied from the manuscript sheets and used it to obtain num-
bers for the verses that were not numbered on the original
manuscript

b copying only part of a passage

of far greater importance than adding verse numbers are
the instances of interpretation andor adaptation of the text
As observed above dr bernhisel sometimes copied only part
of a verse even though the original manuscript with which he
was working contained the entire verse in such instances the
bernhisel copy generally offers only the words of the revision
plus a word or two before andor afterward the example
of item a above demonstrates this situation quite well as do
also the following the revised portion is italicized for easy
identification

2 peter 120
inspired version manuscript bernhisel copy

NT 2 p 145 p 108

20 knowing this first that no prophkroph 20 scriptures is given of any pri
ecy of the scriptures is given of any vate will of man
private will of man

and also

1 john 216
inspired version manuscript bernhisel copy

NT 2 p 147 p 110

16 for all in the world that is of 16 that is of the lust
the lusts of the flesh and the lust of
the eyes and the pride of life is not
of the father but is of the world

although this method by bernhisel saved space and physical
effort it involved judgment making on his part and was a
procedure that increased the possibility for error even if no
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error were made the procedure at least caused the bernhisel
copy to differ from the original

c copying only a portion of a revision

there is another factor which also caused the bernhisel copy
to vary from the original it is similar and related to that
described in part b and occurred because dr bernhisel fre-
quently recorded only the particular part of the verse in which
he saw a significant variation from the king james version
this sometimes meant that a verse having two or more revised
parts would be only partially recorded by bernhisel with one
or more of the revised parts being omitted observe for
example the following items the points of revision are ital-
icized to aid the comparison

matthew 24
inspired version manuscript bernhisel copy

NTNFN F 2 p 1 p 68

4 and when he had gathered all the 4 saying where is the place that is
chief priests and scribes of the people written of by the prophets in which
together he demanded of them saying christ
where isis the place that is written of
by the prophets in which christ
should be born for he greatly feared
yet he believed not the prophets

and also

isaiah 6520
inspired version manuscript Bembebbernhiselhisel copy

OT 3 p ill111liililiiiili p 62

20 in those days there shall be no 20 in those days there shall be no
more thence an infant of days nor more thence an infant of days liv-
an old man that hath not filled his ing to be
days for the child shall not die but
shall live to be an hundred years old
but the sinner living to be an hun-
dred years old shall be accursed

it seems that either dr bernhisel failed to see all the facts
of the revision or that he judged parts of the revision not im-
portant enough for him to record such omissions would not
likely have occurred if he had simply copied the entire text of
the original manuscript

d adding to the words of the original manuscript
items b and c above deal with circumstances in which

dr bernhisel failed to copy an entire entry sometimes just
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the opposite was the case wherein he recorded more than is
in the original manuscript

it is evident in such instances that dr bernhisel had an
open bible before him and in recording the revision he some-
times copied a few words from the corresponding verse in the
bible and then inserted the manuscript portion into the verse
there is no reason to believe that he erred in doing so but the
fact is that bernhisel went beyond the words of the original
manuscripts and did some thinking on his own for example

leviticus 211 11

inspansp ver manuscript bernhisel copy
king james version OT 3 p 71 P 31

1I defiled for the 1I with 1I defiled with the
dead dead

11II neither shall he go 11II touch 11II go in to touch any
in to any dead body dead body

judges 218
inspansp ver manuscript bernhisel copy

king james version OT 3 p 73 P 33

IS18 for it repented 18 for the lord 18 for the lord heark-
enedthe lord because of harkenedbarkenedhearkenedharkbarkened because of their

their groaningsgroeningsgroan ings groaningsgroeningsgroan ings

1 samuel 1616

inspansp ver manuscript bernhisel copy
king james version OT 3 p 73 P 34

16 when the evil 16 which is not of 16 evil spirit which is
spirit from god is not of god
upon thee

e judging a passage to be unrevised
another example of dr bernhisel s making a judgment is

seen in situations wherein the original manuscripts contain an
entry of several verses in length only some of which differ from
the king james version in some instances dr bernhisel ap-
parentlyparently scanned the entry recorded all or portions of each of
the revised verses and simply wrote correct for what he
thought were unrevised verses close examination reveals that
sometimes dr bernhisel was mistaken in his appraisal of a
verse and judged a verse to be the same as the king james
version when in reality it contained a variant reading which
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he apparently failed to observe two such examples are given
below variants are italicized when necessary to aid comparison

jeremiah 175

inspansp ver manuscript bernhisel copy
king james version OT 53 p ill111liilil p 63

5 cursed be the 5 the man 5 correct
man that trustethtrusteth in
man and makethmabeth flesh
his arm and whose
heart departethdeparteth from
the lord

the printed inspired version publishes this verse as

5 cursed be the man that trustethtrusteth inin man and makethmabeth
flesh his arm and the man whose heart departethdepar teth from the
lord

this is no doubt the proper renderenderingring of the passage using the
revision found inin the original manuscript it appears that dr
bernhisel at first copied the revised portion accurately from
the manuscript and then decided against the revision and lined
it out he then wrote the word correct to indicate that the
verse was correct as it stood in the king james version 8 it is
very evident that dr bernhisel had a king james version open
at this juncture since the words the man occur in the early
part of the passage he may have felt that the entry in the
original manuscript was somehow in error and that there was
no intended revision he would not have arrived at this con-
clusion had he been simply copying from the original manu-
script but in trying to understand and interpret the revision
and insert it into the biblical text he made an error in judg-
ment it is unlikely that the doctor wished to challenge thethe
prophet joseph s revision of a verse but it is possible that he
would attempt to rectify what he considered an obvious clerical
error in the original manuscript thus dr bernhisel recorded
the words of his own judgment in preference to the words on
the manuscript this he no doubt did with the best of intention
and in a spirit to arrive at the truth but he did it just the same

the word correct is very frequently used in both the original manu-
scripts and in the bernhisel copy to signify that a verse passage chapter or
entire book is correct as it stands in the king james version in so doing
bernhisel was following a procedure already established in the original manu-
scripts the question is whether he should exercise the liberty to do this himself
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another instance in which dr bernhisel judged a passage
to be correct when the original manuscript does not strictly
warrant it is as follows

revelation 15615 6

inspansp ver manuscript bernhiselBemhisel copy
king james version NT 2 p 149 P 112

5 and from jesus therefore I1 john 5 therefore I1 john the
christ who is the faith-
ful

the faithful witness falfaifaithfulthfulahful witness bear
witness and the bear record of the record of the things

first begotten of the things which were de-
livered

which were delivered
dead and the prince of me of the angel me of the angel and
the kings of the earth and from jesus christ from jesus christ who
unto him that loved us the first begotten of the be glory who washed
and washed us from dead and the prince of etc
our sins in his own the kings of the earth
blood and unto him who

loved us be glory
who washed us from
our sins in his own
blood and hath made
us kings & priests unto
god his father to

6 and hath made us him be glory and do-
minion

6 correct
kings and priests unto forever and
god and his father to ever amen
him be glory and do-
minion for ever and
ever amen

it appears in the above entry that dr bernhisel wished to
save himself the time effort and space of copying an entire
verse which he thought contained no variation from the king
james version so he simply wrote correct for verse six how-
ever as can be seen by comparison with the original he made
an error of judgment and apparently failed to see that the
word and was omitted in the inspired version original manu-
script it should also be observed that the original manuscript
does not number the verses or separate the material into verses
but is in a single unit whereas the bernhisel copy divides the
material into verses

an important doctrinal concept is involved in this passage
perhaps no verse in the printed editions of the inspired version
of the bible has been so critically examined and has been so
much the subject of discussion as revelation 16 the facts
of the situation are 1 1 the king james version reads
unto god and his father 2 the printed inspired version
reads unto god his father omitting and 3 on
june 16 1844 the prophet joseph is reported to have said in a
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public discourse that the king james version of revelation 16
is altogether correct in the translation 9

because the printed inspired version as published by the
RLDS differs in the text of revelation 16 from what the
prophet said was the correct translation the RLDS have been
accused of deliberately altering the text on the surface such a
conclusion seems warranted for a number of reasons 1 1 the
bernhisel copy which purports to be a copy of the original
manuscript prepared by the prophet states that the passage is

correct as it stands in the king james version 2 the
word and suggests a plurality of gods whereas omitingomitting

and reduces the number 3 since the RLDS do not accept
a doctrine of plurality of gods there exists a motive for
them to alter the text in their favor

all of the foregoing facets tended to support a conclusion
that the RLDS altered the text of revelation 16 there ap-
peared to be both motive and evidence since the original
manuscripts have not been available for examination the con-
clusion has persisted through the years since the first publica-
tion of the inspired version in 1867 however at our most
recent request richard P howard RLDS church historian
graciously supplied a photocopy of the manuscript page in
question to be published with this article in BYU studies it
is reproduced on the next page along with a photocopy of the
corresponding page of the bernhisel manuscript critical exam-
ination of the original manuscript does not give any evidence
that it has been altered the writing is relatively small and the
letters are close together and neatly written and any alteration
would be immediately obvious it is this writer s conclusion
that the original manuscript does not and never did contain
the said and in this particular phrase of revelation 16 and
that the printed editions of the inspired version correctly
represent the text of the original manuscript

whether or not the original manuscript is accurate at this
point is a different question in the light of the prophet s june
16 1844 address it appears that the manuscript is not accurate
how to account for this discrepancy the writer does not know
but several explanations can be offered it may be that there
occurred an unintentional omission of and in the mechanical

joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith
salt lake city deseret news press 19581938 p 369
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revelation 11711 7 of the bemhiselBemhisel manuscript by courtesy of the LDS historian salt lake
city utah
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process as the scribe recorded what the prophet dictated it may
also be that the scribe recorded what he heard but that
the prophet did not possess as much knowledge about the
plurality of gods when he dictated the bible revision in 1833
as he did eleven years later in 1844 when he delivered a special
discourse on the subject

apparently dr bernhisel either failed to observe the miss-
ing and in his unique and almost careless method of tran-
scription or he exercised his judgment in the matter and labeled
the verse correct by virtue of his acquaintance with the prophet s

june 16 1844 discourse on the subject which was only a year
before the time in which dr bernhisel was making the copy

it should be observed that bernhisel had earlier judged a
verse to be correct when it was not as in the example from
jeremiah it just so happens that jeremiah 175 does not con-
tain an important doctrinal concept such as is found in revela-
tion 16 and so is of much less consequence however as a
precedent it is extremely impressive

in the important sermon of june 16 1844 so oft referred
to in this article the prophet joseph explained that he had in-
creased his knowledge of the plurality of gods while translat-
ing the egyptian papyri of the book of abraham 10 this would
have to have been between 1835 and 1842 it may well be that
the form of revelation 16 as prepared in 1833 is one of the
passages that the prophet intended later to bring into greater
clarity as time progressed and which in its present form isis an
example of the unfinished and restricted condition referred
to by president brigham young and george Q cannon as
quoted earlier in this articleseearticarticlearticieleseesee footnote 6

the foregoing examples from jeremiah and from revela-
tion are significant for a number of reasons and illustrate
several of the situations in which dr bernhisel added verse
numbers copiedonlycopiedcopiecopledonlyonly part of an entry and also made judgments
concerning the text

acknowledging a revisionrevision but not recording it

still another factor of bernhisel s procedure manifests it-
self in his frequent acknowledgment that a certain verse is
revised in the original manuscript but he does not record the
revision for example

101loiibid101bidbid p 373
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psalms

inspired version manuscript bernhisel copy
OT 3 ppap 838483 84 p 43

in the original msins the entire text XI XII and XIII chapters not cor
of psalms XI XII and XIII is writ rect
ten in full
psalm XIV chapter XIV 2 3 4 5 6 not cor

verses 2 3 4 5 6 are written in rect
full

exodus

inspired veversionrsionarsion manuscript bernhiselBembebhisel copy
OT 3 p 66 p 24

chapter VI verses 3 4 8 13 14 chapter VI correct except 3 4 8
26 27 28 29 and 30 are written in 13 14 26 27 282928 29 and 30
full

although entries such as those in the above example are
not very rewarding they contain useable information for the
most part they are harmless and are not nearly as crucial as the
entries inin which dr bernhisel actually performed interpretive
judgments

the foregoing discussion might lead the reader to conclude
that the bernhisel copy is not a very reliable document how-
ever a study of the kind presented here tends to emphasize only
the problemsproblems and it must be remembered that these are matters
of detail there are hundreds of passages in the bernhisel copy
that read exactly as the original manuscripts from which it
was copied

explanatory COMMENTS BY DR BERNHISEL

dr bernhisel made several explanatory comments through-
out his manuscript some of these comments are easily discern-
ible as not part of the original and are for the purpose of
clarifying obscure passages or otherwise giving aid to a reader
other insertions however are elusive and can only be identi-
fied by comparison with the original manuscript for example

inspired version manuscript bernhisel copy
OT 3 p 9 p 9
chapter 2ndand chapter 2ndand

A revelation concerning adam after this revelation comes next the 3rdard
he had been driven out of the garden chapter genesis in the bible A
of eden revelation concerning adam after he

had been driven out of the garden
of eden
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A significant comment by dr bernhisel occurs in relation
to genesis chapter 24 bernhisel copy page 20 at this point
the bernhisel copy contains the remark rewrittenre written to the
XXIV chapter inclusive corresponding with the chapters in
the bible and in another place bernhisel reports the whole
rewritten to the 24th chapter inclusive these remarks have
reference to old testament manuscript 2 which contains a
revision of genesis chapters 1244224421 however it appears that
dr bernhisel judged the document to be a partial writingrewritingre
of the longer manuscript OT 3 rather than an earlier
writing

another comment by bernhisel is also instructive because it
amply demonstrates that he was working with an open bible
as well as with a manuscript and was attempting to fit the
words of the revision into the corresponding verse of the bible

1 corinthians 924

inspired version manuscript bernhisel copy
NT 2 p 128 p 95

chapter IX chapter IX
24 all run only 24 all run only these words I1

do not know where to place

incompleteness OF THE BERNHISEL manuscript
it was noted earlier that the bernhisel manuscript is a par-

tial copy of the originals the writer has discovered that the
printed inspired version of the bible has at least 3400 verses
differing from the king james version of these the bern-
hisel copy contains at least 1463 verses notable omissions are
the 24th chapter of matthew and the extensive material about
enoch now published as moses chapter 7 in the pearl of great
price

the bernhisel copy naturally reflects the general form of
the originals that is the texts for the early chapters of genesis
are written rather fully while the texts for the prophets and the
epistles contain only the chapter and verse citations accom-
panied by the word or phrase constituting the revision

in comparison with the original manuscripts the bernhisel
copy is very incomplete it has some representation for every
book of the revision but lacks many of the longer portions of
the revision it is the most complete for those portions of the
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bible wherein the prophet made only brief notations of re-
vision and is the least complete for the books wherein the text
was written in full in the original manuscript it seems to have
been a matter of time and labor involved since part of the
bernhisel copy consists of loose unnumbered sheets it is pos-
sible that it was once more extensive than it is at present and
that certain chapters have become separated from the remain-
ing sheets however since what is now available is continuous
and sequential it is unlikely that much could have been lost
bernhisel said that he did not make an entire copy and the
manuscript verifies his statement

the rigors of transcribing many pages of manuscript by
hand seemed to have led dr bernhisel to copy the shorter
revisions with greater frequency and completeness than the
longer revisions we remember also that bernhisel was en-
gaged in making a personal copy and hence selected passages
that appealed the most to him had he known in 1845 that the
original manuscripts would not remain with the church when
the church came to the west and that his copy would reside
in the official archives he might have produced a more ex-
tensive work

THE BERNHISEL manuscript NOT A BASIC SOURCE

FOR THE PEARL OF GREAT PRICE

there are two conditions that preclude the bernhisel copy
from being a basic source for the pearl of great price the first
is the incompleteness of the bernhisel manuscript As stated
earlier the bernhisel manuscript does not contain the 24th
chapter of matthew nor does it have most of the enoch ma-
terial identified today as moses chapter 7 if these chapters
were ever part of the bernhisel copy they would have had to
exist on separate sheets which have since been removed from
the collection the regular sequence of the bernhisel copy
jumps from what is currently moses 668 to moses 88252 5 within
the limits of 112ll11 pages pages 131413 14 and from matthew
chapter 18 to chapter 27 within the limits of one page page

the writer one time made a verse by verse comparison showing the
relative incompleteness of the bernhisel copy compared to the published inspired
version this is contained in his doctoral dissertdissertatldissertationdissertateatlati on and its extensive length
made it impossible to include in this article see robert J matthews A study
of the text of the inspired revision of the bible unpublished phd dis-
sertationsertation BYU 1968 ppap 133190133 190
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73 the evidence from the manuscript is that dr bernhisel
did not record this information

even more convincing is the evidence that the moses ma-
terials in the 1851 edition of the pearl of great price are related
genealogically to old testament manuscript 2 and seem to
have reached the pearl of great price 1851 through the
evening and morning star and times and seasons whereas the
bernhisel manuscript is a copy of old testament manuscript

3 which contains extensive revision over and beyond the text
of the 1851 edition of the pearl of great price some examples
follow

moses 414
genesis 38 KJV and adam and his wife hid themselves from

1830 OT Ms 1 and adam and his wife hid themselves from

1830 OT Ms 2 and adam and his wife hid themselves from

went to hide
1830 OT Ms 3 and adam and his wifeahidwifehi4 themselves from

1845 bernhisel and adam and his wife went to hide themselves from

1851 Ppofgpof GP and adam and his wife hid themselves from

andandalsoandalloalsoaiso
moses 652

1830 OT Ms 1 children of men and ye shall ask all things in his name
and whatsoever ye shall ask it shall be given

1830 OT Ms 2 children of men and ye shall ask all things in his name
and whatsoever ye shall ask it shall be given

receive the gift of the holy ghost
ing

1830 OT Ms 3 children of men and ye shaaskalshaashallshalishail A askskalA allaliail things in his
you

name and whatsoever ye shall ask it shall be given A
1835 E & M star children of men and ye shall ask all things in his

name and whatever ye shall ask it shall be given

1845 bernhisel children of men and ye shall receive the gift of the
holy ghost asking all this in his name and whatsoever
ye shall ask it shall be given you

1851 P of GP children of men ye shall ask all things in his name and
whatsoever ye shall ask it shall be given

it is quickly ascertained from the examples above that the
bernhisel manuscript was copied from old testament manu-
script 3 whereas the 1851 pearl of great price reflects the
text of old testament manuscript 1 or 2 probably through
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the immediate use of the evening and morning star 12 the fore-
going examples are only two of many similar textual compari-
sons that could be made attesting to the same conclusion there
is evidence that the bernhisel copy might have had a slight
connection with the 1878 edition of the pearl of great price
but at best it is a slim relationship and the bernhisel copy can-
not be said to have been a basic textual source for the pearl of
great price

VALUE OF THE BERNHISEL manuscript
the bernhisel manuscript is a valuable document for a

number of reasons first it attests to the interest and importance
placed on the prophet s work with the bible second for over
one hundred years it has been the only early source for the
inspired version that the church has had since the originals
were kept by the prophet s widow and were given by her to the
RLDS and have been unavailable for examination third its
early date of 1845 is important for the special purpose of veri-
fying the present accuracy of the original manuscripts for
instance old testament manuscript 3 and new testament
manuscript 2 have many interlinear revisions also in
several instances a few lines have been ruled out and a revised
account written on a scrap of paper has been pinned over the
lined out portions these various revisions of old testament
manuscript 3 and new testament manuscript 2 are gen-
erally in a different colored ink than the remainder of the
manuscript and appear to have been added after the original
draft the exact date when these later revisions were entered
on the original manuscripts is not known but inasmuch as the
bernhisel copy contains these same revisions it is evident that
they were there when dr bernhisel used the manuscripts in
1845 and therefore are authentic without the evidence of the
bernhisel copy it might be conjectured that such revisions were
added to the original manuscripts by the RLDS but the bern-
hisel copy being of the 1845 date attests to the present integ-
rity of the original manuscripts an example involving a very
familiar verse is as follows

portions of the moses material in the 1851 edition of the pearl of great
price had not appeared in any of the church publications prior to 1851 the
source for these is not clear but cannot be traced to the bernhisel copy because
of strong textual differences
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moses 139
1830 OT Ms 1I1 for behold this is my work to my glory to the im-

mortality and eternal life of man

1830 OT Ms 2 for behold this is my work to my glory to the im-
mortality and eternal life of man

and bring to pass the
1830 OT Ms 3 for behold this is my worsteworkteworkat& my glory toato thruthethreghe im

mortality and eternal life of man

1843 T & S behold this is my work to my glory to the immortality
and eternal life of man

1845 bernhiselBemhisel for behold this is my work and my glory to bring to
pass the immortality and eternal life of man

1851 P of GP behold this is my work to my glory to the immortality
and eternal life of man

it is evident that the times and seasons and the 1851 pearl of
great price descended from old testament manuscript 1 or

2 whereas the bernhiselBemhisel came from old testament manu-
script 3

and further moses 65
1830 OT Ms 1 manuscript is torn this passage missing

1830 OT Ms 2 to write with the finger of inspiration

spirit
1830 OT Ms 3 to write with thea4agerthe finger of inspiration

1845 bernhiselBemhisel to write with the spirit of inspiration

an excerpt in which a pinned on note is inolvedinvolved is as fol-
lows

romans 416
inspired version manuscript bernhiselBemhisel copy

NT 2 p 123 p 89

istist revision
l6thlath andyeand ye aeearc justifiedjustificd them of
werkworkweek themmthornehorn them
and2nd revision pinned over the
above entry 1

16 therefore ye are justified of faith 16 therefore ye are justified of faith
and works through grace to the end and works through grace to the end
the promise might be sure to all the the promise might be sure to all the
seed not to them only who are of seed not to them only who are of the
the law but to them also who are of law but to them also who are of the
the faith of abraham who is the faith of abraham who is the father
father of us all of us all

since the bernhiselBemhisel manuscript has the exact text of the pinned
on note it is certain that the pinned on notes the cross outs
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and interlinear additions to old testament manuscript 3 and
new testament manuscript 2 were there in 1845 when dr
bernhisel made his copy

these conditions make the bernhisel manuscript important
to the RLDS as well as to the LDS church and establishes it
as a valuable historical document pertaining to the divinely
inspired mission of the prophet joseph smith

SUMMARY AND conclusions
comparing the bernhisel manuscript with the original

manuscripts from which it was copied has resulted in the fol-
lowing observations

1 dr bernhisel made his copy in the spring of 1845
nearly a year after the death of joseph smith it seems
to have been a private endeavor on his part

2 the bernhisel manuscript is a partial copy of old
testament manuscript 3 with scant mention and
copy from old testament manuscript 2 and new
testament manuscript 2

3 dr bernhisel did not make a simple transcription of
the originals but rather made an interpretive copy
using a king james version of the bible in cooperation
with the written manuscripts

4 the bernhisel copy insofar as it goes is essentially
accurate in substance even though it is not an exact
reproduction of the original manuscripts bernhisel
made a few errors and a great many omissions

5 the bernhisel copy could not have been the basic
source for the moses and matthew materials in either
the 1851 or the 1878 editions of the pearl of great
price

6 the bernhisel copy has significant value as a witness
to the present integrity of the original manuscripts
and as such is an important historical document of
special interest to both RLDS and LDS people

7 through this study hitherto unknown background in-
formation has been obtained regarding the pearl of
great price and several items relative to church
history as well as much valuable information about
the inspired version of the bible



two iowa postmasters view nauvoo
anti mormon letters to the
governor of missouri

edited by WARREN A JENNINGS

on the evening of may 6 1842 lilburn W boggs re-
tired to the study of his home in independence missouri he
was engaged once again as a merchant after having served a
tempestuous four years as governor of missouri 183618401836 1840
during that term he had incurred the unwavering hostility of
the mormonscormons because of his exterminating order an act of
extremism which had resulted in their expulsion from the state
in the winter of 1838391838 39 the life of a businessman proving
dull he had decided to seek again the excitement of politics
and had spent the day campaigning for a seat in the state sen-
ate boggs was engrossed in reading a newspaper when shots
rang out the ex governor slumped forward in his chair with
blood flowing from wounds in his head and neck physicians
were summoned but the prognosis was pessimistic boggs was
not expected to live for days he faltered between life and
death until he rallied and passed the crisis 1

an immediate search was made for the would be assassin
who had fired through a window and fled initially the com-
munity was at a loss for a suspect guilt did not seem to rest
on any person 2 As facts began to be collected a search was

dr jennings associate professor of history at southwest missouri state col-
lege is a specialist in the mormon era in missouri and the biography of alex-
ander W doniphan he has published in the florida historical quarterly
missouri historical review bulletin of the missouri historical society and
utah historical quarterly

accounts of this incident may be found in harold schindler orrin porter
rockwell man of god son of thunder salt lake city university of utah
press 1966 ppap 747674 76 lyman L palmer history of napa and lake counties
california san francisco n p 1881 ppap 38081380 81 william M boggs A
short biographical sketch of lilburn W boggs missouri historical review 4
january 1910 10709107 09 monte B mclaws the attempted assassination of

missouri s ex governor lilburn W boggs missouri historical review 60
october 1965 505450 54 and jeffersonjeffersonianleffersonianlan republican jefferson city 14 may

1842
letter from boggs brother in law dated may 7 st louis republican 12

may 1842
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made for a man named tompkins a silversmith tompkins
was able to clear himself a citizens committee designed to
ferret out the assassin headed by samuel D lucas fully
acquitted and exculpated the silversmith from all suspicion 3

A week after the assassination attempt the committee wrote the
incumbent governor of missouri thomas reynolds that no
suspicion rests upon any one 4 however some were speculating
already that a mormon might be involved 5 As time passed the
boggs family and others in the community became convinced
or convinced themselves that orrin P rockwell who report-
edly had been visiting relatives in western missouri at the time
had fired the shot and that he was acting under orders from
joseph smith for a number of reasons some public and others
private an effort was made to implicate smith extensive
pressure was exerted upon reynolds to have smith extradited
from illinois

few of reynolds papers have survived but among these is
a series of letters from two iowa postmasters these give some
impression of the influences operating upon reynolds and
thus some insight into the forces shaping the decision making
process of all public officials they also disclose some of the
personal motives of two prominent anti mormon agitators
one should be reluctant to accept as fact all statements within
these letters obviously they contain much that was mere
rumor they do indicate something of the extent of malevolence
and prejudice that the mormonscormons faced in the areas surrounding
nauvoo the letters are in the missouri archives manuscript
division the state historical society of missouri columbia

LETTER 1

montrose may l4th14thlath 1842
to his excelyexcels
governor reynolds

sir
we have just recddecdrec via st louis informa-

tion the ex govi boggs of your state was murdered in his

jeffersonian republican 21 may 1842 this issue also noted that the
assassins are now supposed to be three in number the attempted murder of
gov boggs has been succeeded by several daring acts of burglary and arson
which has produced great excitement at independence

may 13 1842 thomas reynolds letters missouri archives state hist-
orical society manuscript collection columbia missouri

boons lick times fayette 14 may 1842
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own house on the 9thath9 sic last & that suspicion was one wowordrd
illegible that the awful deed had been committed by a fol-
lower of the wretched imposter joe smith 6

if it is true that gov boggs has been murdered & that it is
not satisfactorily known who committed the murder then I1

should not entertain a doubt that it was done by some of joes
minions at his instigation he has sworn vengence publicklypublickly
against gov boggs ever since he settled in this neighborhood
A friend of mine was present to day when the news was made
known to joe he exclaimed in that sic it was to good to
be true but he hoped to G d it was so

almost every mormon here rejoices over it & I1 have heard
many of them say that he ought to have been killed long ago
and one leading mormon remarked that he had no doubt but
a mormon had done it

their city nauvoo is directly opposite this we look upon
them as a banditti called together by their leaders for the
purpose of forming a more perfect organization to carryoutcarryout
their swindling & treasonable plans

I1 have heard the leaders publicklypublickly encourage their people
to steal from Missourmissouriansians

D W kilbourne P M 7

according to smith the first news of the attack upon boggs reached
nauvoo on may 14 joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints period I1 history of joseph smith the prophet byhy himself
ed bingham H roberts 5 salt lake city deseret book co 1960 8
hereinafter cited as HJS

david wells kilbourne 180318761803 1876 had a persistent history as an adver-
sary of the mormonscormonsMormons born in connecticut and a former school teacher he had
become a land speculator affiliated with the new york land company which
had an interest in the halfbreedhalf breed tract in iowa as did the mormonscormonsMormons kilbourne
had platted the town of montrose in 1837 ran a general store with his brother
edward in the abandoned fort at that place and was a justice of the peace he
wrote a number of polemics against the mormonscormonsMormons especially for the burlington
hawkeyehawk eye and patriot some of these were reproduced in john cook bennett
the history of the saints or an exposiexpose of joe smith and mormonism boston
leland & whiting 1842 ppap 899389 93 and 9910399 103 other accounts of encounters
between the mormonscormons and the kilbournesbournesKil may be found in st louis new era
2 october 1841 times and seasons nauvoo 2 562 & 3 559 and HJS
3 61 4 41617416 17 & 444 and 5 44 & 61 A lengthy anti mormon exposition of
these difficulties can be found in the handwritten biography of D W kilbourne
by his son george E kilbourne in C F davis collection keokuk iowa
memoranda 2 427ff microfilm collection of sources of mormon history in
illinois 183918481839 1848 library of southern illinois university edwardsvilleEdwardsville A
biographical sketch is contained in annals of iowa 3rdard series 15 april 1926
31113311 13
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LETTER 2

keokuk iowa tty july 12th 1842

his excellency gov reynolds

sir

geni bennet 8 late a mormon leader now a dissenter
goes to you as he tells me for the purpose of giving informa-
tion touching the attempted assassination of ex gov boggs
it is not doubted here in the least but that the information
which he intends to convey to you is literally correct ie
that he knows who the person is that shot boggs and that he
bennet can prove smith s agency in the matter sufficiently

clear to satisfy any person of his participation in the matter
bennet accuses a fellow by the name of rockwood or rock-
well & from some circumstances I1 suspected him the very
day the news reached & I1 wrote the post master of indepen-
dence missouri for a description of the person who was seen
lurking around there about the time the affair took place 10 it
is certain that immediately preceproceedingeding the news reaching here
of the attempted assassination smith stated that he had it
revealed to him of god himself that boggs would not die in
his bed if he had not had some knowledge of the contemplated
murder what grounds would he have had for such remarks
none of us are willing to admit that he holds communion with
the diety without admitting it we are compelled to believe
him to be by proxy the author of that most foul deed ever
since he was compelled to leave your state he has denounced
the citizens with heaviest imprecations could treason be
made out of words in the united states he has certainly been
guilty of treason toward missouri but such is not the case
nearly his whole conversation & thoughts are taken up by plan-
ning the destruction of missouri and unless checked depend
upon it he will some day and that before long give your state
more trouble than you are aware of or once think of if his
society was composed of men of moral honesty you would

john C bennett had been expelled from the church on or before june 25
he went to iowa where he made contact with those hostile to the mormonscormonsMormons

albert perry rockwood is being confused with orrin porter rockwell a
mistake others were making at the time see st louis republican 12 july 1842
missouri whig palmyra 23 july 1842

this description was of tompkins jeffersonianfeffersonzanleffersonianleffersonianlan republican 14 may 1842
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know how to meet them but a majority of them are renegadesrenegades
now sir do not think this idle speculation for if you do you
will be deceived grossly deceived

I1 know that the mormonscormons can never seriously affect this
soon but they will one day give her a great deal of trouble A
person unacquainted with them knows nothing of the reveren-
tial awe with which they receive and obey smiths mandates
& from the mouths of a majority of them is constantly hearty
imprecations against & plans for the destruction of your state

smith s word is law & his prophecies revelation among
them and could you attend one of their military parades and
you could not miss one any day in the year sundays excepted
for their city is constantly a military encampment you would
be satisfied that my remarks are not groundless

now sir it is in your power to break up this horde of
villany and murder by removing its head or leader Is not smith
a refugee from your state and does not justice to her citizens
require you to demand from illinois his immediate surrender
rest assurdabsurd your call would be reed with loudest cheers from
this quarter & from the adjoining counties on the opposite side
of the mississippi you can form no idea of the accession that
is daily being made to their numbers by the arrival of foreign-
ers & other persons from different parts of the united states
all filled with hatred to missouri there are some good mean-
ing persons among them I1 have no doubt but a large majority
of them are villains of the darkest dyes and are as enthusiastic
as they are worthless

I1 expect to be a citizen of missouri shortly & would be
glad to see the vile traducer of your state & black assassin of
one of her ex governors brought to justice

you will pardon me from intruding myself on you a sec-
ond time I1 take a warmer interest in this matter than I1
should do perhaps I1 wish the above to be considered as
confidential

L B fleak P M 12

at keokuk 1I T

fleaksfleasFleaks first letter was not among the others and is probably no longer
extant

12laban bramble fleak 18081890180818901808 189o1890 was born in ohio taught school and
manned a schooner on lake erie in the early 1830 s where he possibly first
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LETTER 3

keokuk 1I T augtauga 8thath 1842

his excellency gov reynolds

dear sir

I1 have just this hour reed intelligence
from nauvoo that the mormon prophet joseph smith has this
day been arrested on your requistionrequisitionrequistion 13 he sent down for one
of our attorneys 14 & it was from him that I1 obtained the above
information the amount of it will be this smith will be
rescued by those devils which surround him & there will be
another war more bloody than those villiansgilliansvillians say theirs was in
mo

nothing can save smith this time nine tenths of our
citizens will support the sheriff although he belongs to another
state the news of his arrest had not been here one hour before
every mormon in our town had left for nauvoo I1 shall be
with the sheriffsheriff1515 this evening and on my return again I1 will
write youmyou & from this time until he is safely conveyed into
your state you may expect a note from me every mail

you could have done nothing else that would have given
the people of this country & 0off illinois the satisfaction that
this requisition has given them

L B fleak

learned of the mormonscormonsMormons he moved to keokuk in march 1840 where he initially
opened a grocery store later he rented a building the keokuk hotel which he
subsequently bought from isaac galland see the 154 page handwritten life

probably autobiographical of fleak in C F davis collection 1 325ff
fleak was the first postmaster at keokuk table of post offices in the united
states on the thirty first of january 1842 washington n p 1842 p 102
this office would have been a political appointment

smith had been arrested on requisition of the governor of illinois thomas
carlin who was responding to a request by reynolds reynolds had acted on an
affidavit sworn by boggs on july 20 HJS 5 67 and nauvoo wasp 13 aug-
ust 1842 fleak later claimed that boggs sent a personal emissary to him whose
name he subsequently forgot after consultation it was decided that the emissary
should go to nauvoo and pass himself off as a friend of the mormonscormonsMormons pur-
portedlyportedly he became a member of the church and was so successful in his
deception that he became a trusted friend of the prophet C F davis collec-
tion 1 455ff455ft

lawyer powers HJS 5 899589 95
james M pitman the deputy sheriff of adams county illinois
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LETTER 4
enclosure

montrose iowa
aug 12 th 1842

friend fleak

it is next to impossible to get correct news from
across the river the sheriff returned from quincy yesterday
& demanded joe of the marshall of nauvoo into whose hands
he had committed him for safe keeping but he was not forth-
coming the marshall saint had let him go

the fact is the mormonscormons defy all the force that can be
brought against them & swear in their strength that joe shall
not be taken to mo does not his conduct show the despot
guilt sic they are all in a great stew every old rifle
pistol cutlass knife etc among them is being put in order

if joe does not appear I1 suppose the next step will be to
offer a reward for him as a fugitive from justice as he has
now escaped from an officer of justice

if that is done ill be bound justice will overtake him

will mo now give up the chase will gov boggs be
willing to rest & let a man who would murder him any mo-
ment go unwhipedunwhipunwhiteded of justice for the good of the country
& the peace of society I1 hope not

D W kilbourne

LETTER 5

keokuk 1I T augtauga 14 1842
his excellency gov reynolds

sir

enclosed you will find a letter
from the post master at montrose 12 miles above this place &
opposite the mormon city it contains all the information that
can be had up to that time

smith in now shulkingshuckingshulking around in this territory and will
probably stay here until a requisition on our gov drives him
somewhere else he was in our town at 12 oclock last night
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consulting one of our attorneys16attorneys16 the cause of his being given
up to the marshall of the city of nauvoo was this they have
an ordinance in their city which prohibits any persons being
taken away from theirs without a hearing & the sheriff who
arrested him having no counsel was obliged to go to quincy to
procure it in his absence smith procured an examination be-
fore a mormon mayor & of course was liberated

the mormonscormons say that smith shall not be taken to
missouri that they will fight & all this we had a sample of
that in your state 17 I1 will write as often as I1 can obtain any
information

L B fleak

LETTER 6

keokuk 1I T sept 6thath 1842
his excellency thos reynolds

sir
yours of the 20th uit for mr

fordfordis came duly to hand last night & I1 am sorry to say that
the letter was not handed me until mr ford was on his return
to missouri

Hhoweveroweverhowever I1 do not know that I1 could have been of any
material service to him for those renegadesrenegades look upon me with
suspicion

nothing short of a reward or a regiment of militia will
get him from his hiding place A reward will I1 think make or

smith had not gone into keokuk william walker had crossed to iowa
on smiths horse joe duncan with a message from emma smith to powers
this is the cause for the confusion HJS 5 91

during the winter of 1836 fleak had moved to richmond missouri
where he opened a jewelry store A year later he helped found a town buffalo
city on the crooked river in ray county where he opened a general store for
a variety of reasons the town never prospered fleak later claimed that when
word came to him of the battle of crooked river he called out the militia and
was elected captain of the local company C F davis collection 1 341ff54 ifflff
the payroll records of those militia units employed against the mormonscormons at
far west show that fleak served as a private inin captain david Sn owdens
company from october 30 to november 8 1838 for which he received 991199199119.9119919.91
missouri archives state historical society manuscript collection

on july 22 reynolds commissioned sheriff edward R ford to carry writs
to carlin for smith and rockwellsrockwelllRockwells extradition and receive the prisoners on
august 20 similar writs were issued to the territorial governor on the possi-
bility that smith might cross into iowa records of the states of the united
states a microfilm record missouri register of civil proceedings p 175
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find a judas among them 19 they laugh at the idea of his
being removed by a hundred men in short they say that

brother joseph shall never be taken to missouri our sheriff
smith

is on the alert but I1 do not think hewillcewill make his appearance
soon again on our side of the river he was in our town
about two weeks ago late at night I1 do most sincerely hope
that you will be the means of bringing the renegade to justice
iamlamI1 am as well satisfied as is this whole community that rock-
well by the order of smith is the person that attempted the
assassination of boggs as I1 am that there is such a place as
paris

you have not much to expect from gov carlin he is about
half mormon himself or at least appears so from his sycophan-
cy when he meets those smiths

should smith make his appearance again in our town he
will be arrested as every thing is in readiness to convey him
accrossmccross the desmoines river20river & in the mean time should any
thing occur that would be important to be known by you I1 will
advise you of it immediately be good enough to command me
at all times

L B fleak

LETTER 7

keokuk I1 T oct 5thath 1842
gov reynolds

dr sir
I1 am this moment in receipt of your fa-

vour of the 23rd ultimo & mailed on the 26th and also in
receipt of the enclosed letter from my half brother who left
here this morning

I1 hope that my brother has not been misinformed the
town that he dates his letter at is immediately opposite nau

perhaps it was fleak s suggestion which was responsible for reynolds offer-
ing a reward of 600.0060000 for the apprehension and delivery of smith and rock-
well to joseph H reynolds sheriff of jackson county buel leopard and
floyd C shoemaker eds the messages and proclamations of the governors of
the state of missouri 1 columbia state historical society of missouri
1922 52425524 25

the boundary between northeastern missouri and southeastern iowa
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voo since writing the above another respectable man has ar-
rived at my house with the same report that my brother sends
me he obtained his information from one of the leaders of the
church in fact he told me that he had seen a letter from jo
stating that there would be no chance for him longer to
escape that the officers were there in nauvoo &cac in this same
package I1 send you another letter that I1 had written before
I1 was in receipt of either yours or my brothers letters it is a
fact that smith ordered the mormonscormons back to nauvoo that had
started the person of whom they were purchasing told me not
10 minutes since 21 success to the enterprise

L B fleak

P S I1 will write you again tomorrow night

LETTER 8
enclosure

keokuk I1 T oct 5thath 1842

his excellency thomas reynolds
sir

your reward for smith
& rockwell is making a great stir among the brethren at the
city of nauvoo smith it is said has fortified himself in some

sort of aL den this I1 do not vouch for & rockwell has left the
country 22 I1 am informed that the gov of illinois has added

400 more to your reward and I1 at this time know of no less
than three persons that are on the alert determined to arrest
him if possible there will be some judas among themselves
1I think 2321 I1 am in hopes to have it in my power to announce
to you the capture of smith by a week from this evening yes-
terday was a day that was set for about 50 of them to come
down to our town to select lots but by an order from the
prophet they all remaindremaina at home this information I1 have
from one of the mormonscormons & I1 have no doubt but it is correct

21james remick see robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the
mississippi urbana university of illinois press 1965 p 142 and HJS 5
162 165 & 334

smith had a variety of hiding places by this time rockwell had left for
the east schindler rockwell p 86

smith came to fear the possibility see HJS 6 152
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the intention of the three persons above alluded to is to seize
smith some night in his own house perhaps gag him &
carry him on board a small boat and bring him down to my
house & keep him securely in a room in the 3rdard story until the
arrival of our regular st louis packets one of which leaves here
every night in the week except monday night I1 am the agent
for all those packets & when once on board there will be no
further difficulty if the enterprise succeeds I1 am entitled to
one fourth of the reward which I1 will take pleasure in be-
stowing on the state of missouri one of those three is now in
nauvoo and has been there for 2 days since which time I1 have
heard nothing from him but 1I have no doubt but that he is
making all the discoveries that can be make without creating
suspicion they are all careful resolute fellows & will do noth-
ing without the utmost caution & if they should accidentally
be detected it will take the half of nauvoo to arrest them for
all is planned either for victory of defeat

thus I1 have given you the outlines of the plan & it is
needless to say to you that it is in confidence in the course
of two months our town will be overrun with those cutthroatscut throats
as one of the principal owners in the town has sold his interest
to them

I1 shall leave here with my effects in the month of march
for missouri or sooner if I1 can get my business shaped so that
I1 can leave without too great a loss I1 am selling goods here
& think of locating in some county seat in the south western
part of missouri should I1 find a location to suit me I1 have
now on hands about 70 head of cattle that I1 shall send off
this fall to van buren county

L B fleak

LETTER 9
enclosure

montrose oct 5thath 1842
dr brother

I1 have that jo smith is taken again some say the
mormonscormons have themselves taken him for the purpose of get-
ting the reward but others that the officers from quincy have
taken him he has gone to carthage to day & is to have a trial
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tomorrow the mormonscormons think the judge will set him at liberty
I1 shall go to carthage this evening if I1 can get over the river

in haste

H B whetsetwhetsel

LETTER 10

keokuk 1I T oct 7thath 1842
gov reynolds

dear sir
I1 hasten to correct the information

which I1 gave your per last nights boat respecting the supposed
arrest of jo smith

smith is not arrested as was reported this I1 have from my
brother the same that addressed me the note that I1 enclosed
to you and I1 know it can be relied upon the note before
me from him isis dated at nauvoo & was written the morning
after the other was written what can be the object of the
mormonscormons in reporting his arrest I1 cannot conjecture they
must have something in view I1 shall be in nauvoo tomorrow
and should anything transpire worthy of notice I1 will again
write you in the meantime the plan proposed inin my note of
the ath5th ins will be vigorously prosecuted

the reward has had one salutary effect it has stopped
their settling in our town & those that had come down have
returned to nauvoo

L B fleak

LETTER 11

keokuk 1I T dec 442
gov reynolds

dear sir
all of our efforts to seize the renegade

smith have proved fruitless and we have been compelled
though with reluctance to bandonbandon the project he keeps con-
stantly around him as booboc1

y guard of some 12 to 14 enthusiastic
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fafanaticks24naticks21 which renders a secret approach impossible and
with the river frozen over as it now isis 2725 even if we were to
get him it would be impossible to get away with him for one
haloo from him sic call a thousand men to his rescue

the only possible way to get him is through the newly
elected governor 26 he may do something but carlin never
would if he were to continue gov 20 years he is about half
mormon himself

his house has been smith s hotel when in quincy for the
past two years

depend upon it those fanaticksfanaticsfanaticks will one day give your
state a great deal of trouble their whole thought is how they
they sic shall injure or destroy missouri & the first thing
taught their new members is to despise missouri they have
now purchased the principal part of keokuk & are coming into
it very fast which puts a body of them within 3 miles of the
missouri line I1 shall leave here in march for missouri

L B fleak

LETTER 12

keokuk 1I T march 145143
gov reynolds

sir
I1 once more intrude on your patience the pe-

rusal of a note it is currently reported here that another requi-
sition has been sent to illinois for the delivery of joe smith to
the authority of your state the requisition is said to be found-
ed on the indictment of 1838 1I hope it is true I1 think that
requisition will stick if such a one has been issued in spite of
the whole fraternity of mormon judges counsellorsCounsellors sheriffs
&cac of illinois I1 know smith fears it for I1 am informed that
he has ordered the mormonscormons to leave our county and concen-
trate at nauvoo at any rate they are all all sic about leaving
our town I1 would advise you to keep on your guard at all
times for they have indirectly threatened your life in case you

2hischishis life guard
2theathehe mississippi river froze on november 19 and remained so until after

marchmatch 1 1843 HJS 5 292
thomas ford who was inaugurated as governor of illinois on december 8
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pursue this villain further you have seen how successful their
attempts were on ex gov boggs so I1 beg of you be on your
guard at all times they are determined to give some of you
trouble before long if I1 may judge by their assersionsassertionsassersions they are
becoming very numerous hundreds of new recruits are weekly
arriving & this same temple that they are now building is in
my opinion intended for a fortress the strength of the place
is proof of the fact

I1 am happy to say that I1 shall be ready to leave this ac-
cursed mormon country by the middle of may or the first
of june next and I1 intend permanently settling myself near the
south western county of your state I1 shall take with me from
100 to 120 head of good cattle I1 am told that the above
named section of country is a fine grazing country I1 want a
situation where I1 can sell goods if you can give me any infor-
mation about that country & have time & inclination to do it I1
will take it as an especial favour which shall at some future
period be duly reciprocated if an opportunity ever offers

L B fleak

P S rockwell smiths tool is in wisconsin territory in the
pine country near the falls of st croix

LBF

LETTER 13

keokuk iowa march 20th
his excellency thos reynolds 1843

dear sir
I1 have just read with

pleasure of the arrest of that notorious rockwell and I1 will say
to you that it has created no small excitement among the mor
mons 277 I1 am now more than ever satisfied of the guilt of joe
& I1 know he fears that rockwell will turn traitor if the right
method is pursued I1 am satisfied that he will do so for we all
know that a midnight assassin will stop at nothing inin a general
way those villiansgilliansvil lians at nauvoo have ascertained by some means

rockwell2rockwellcrockwell was arrested at the st louis steamboat landing on march 4 he
spent several months in jail in jackson county but was finally released when a
grand jury refused to indict him probably for lack of evidence
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that I1 was watching them closely and they deceived me egre-
giously in regard to the location of rockwell what I1 wrote you
a short time ago respecting his being in the pinery inin wiscon-
sinsin was told me in a very careless manner by one of the leaders
& I1 supposed it to be true but I1 am now conincedconvincedconinced that it was
done purposely to deceive me I1 fear some difficulties with
them but my house is pretty fair arsenal and if they interfere
with me I1 shall give them the best show possible I1 intend
leaving the infernal mormon region in one month more

L B fleak

P S you will pardon me for troubling you with so many un-
asked for notes whether welcome or not 1I am determined
to keep you constantly advised of any mmovementovementmovement that I1 see
amongst them

LETTER 14

keokuk 1I T augtauga 3rdard 1843
his excellency gov reynolds

dear sir herewith I1 send you
a copy of an affidvitaffidavit that is now in my office although there
is nothing definite in it yet you may rely upon it that if those
mormonscormons do not give you trouble on your western & northern
line this fall it will be because they cannot get enough of the
indians to fall in with their diabolical schemes they have
numbers of emissaries among the indians at this time who rep-
resent to the indians that they are englishmen they are also
scattering english medals among the indians & represent to
them that smith holds a commission under the british govern-
ment this may all look like a hoax to you but the time will
come when it will not be felt as a hoax hitchcock28 the depo-
nent has long been acquainted with the pottawattomies speaks
their tongue as fluently as he does the english language he is
well known here and has been known always as a man of
undoubted veracity I1 myself know that those chiefs as they
calid sic themselves were there at the time he mentions in
his affidavit & I11 also know that they returned at the time that

emanuel hitchcock was a farmer in lee county according to the united
states census of 1840
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he says they told him they would & that they brought their own
interpreter with them this last time 29 the following is a true
copy of the affidavit many of the expressions are awkward
but he says it is a literal translation of their conversation so far
as it goes 1

territory of iowa ss personally appeared before the un
lee county J

dersigneddersigned a justice of the peace for lee county iowa territ-
ory E hitchcock who being duly sworn according to law
deposethdeposeth & sayth that about the first of april last 30 three
pottawattomie chiefs the oldest was waugh behe ke fheshe the next
oldest ayaapa ruchguch a baha & the youngest na am warwatwat31 came to
montrose and enquired of the deponent for the british captain
that talks with the great spirit A mormon took them across
the river to nauvoo about 10 clockoclocko A M & about 2 0 clock
P M joe smith the prophet so called sent a request for the
deponent to come to nauvoo which the deponent complied
with when the deponent arrived at smith s said chiefs were
before smith s house surrounded by about one hundred mor
mons after diethedle lapse of some minutes smith ordered the
deponent & chiefs to appear before him in his rooms this was
before the deponent began the interpretation the house of
smith was then cleared and no one allowed to enter the room
but hiram smith joe s brother & three other mormonscormonsMormons the
chiefs requested the deponent to tell the brittishbrattishBrittish capt joe
smith that many of his men were among them on kanzasbanzas
river and had told them that that great white streak seen in
the west two & a half moons past 32 signified the great white
prophet brattishbrittishBrittish capncaan joe smith that talked with the great
spirit and that he smith would tell them how to settle all of
their abuses of the whites and how to get redress for their
wrongs the chiefs then said that ten tribes had already smoked
the pipe of peace & were then ready to receive & obey his
smiths orders the chiefs also requested smith to send

9on july 2 1843 smith had held an interview with several pottawattamiepottawatiamie
chiefs HJS 5 47981479 81

the first meeting with the pottawattamie chiefs had occurred on april 18
1843 HJS 5 365

the identity of these three chiefs is unknown at least under these names
athethe2the great comet of 1843 which was visible from late february to early

april see american journal of sciences and arts 44 april 1843 41217412 17
american almanac and repository of useful knowledge for the year 1844 ppap
9410194 101 and HJS 5 301 the st louis republican 18 march 1843 mentions
a long luminary streak now visible each evening in southwestern sky
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some of his big men home with them they then showed smith
two brattishbrittishBrit tish medals to prove to him that they were true friends
as they said all the reply that smith made to them through
the deponent was my hands are tied by holding a commission
under the united states but he said to them that he wished
the ten tribes to stick closely together hiram smith told the
deponent to say to them that they should not send any one with
them but if brother Dunhamdunham3333 was willing to go with them he
might go the next morning about sunrise the chiefs came back
to montrose when this deponent asked them when they would
return to nauvoo they replied when corn comes knee high
the chiefs earnestly requested this deponent to keep their
talk a secret & further the deponent saith not

signed emanuel hitchcock

sworn to & subscribed before me on this 27th day of july 1843

signed james A clarkclarkjclarkaJ P

the above is a true copy of the affidavit & with my knowledge
of those fanatics together with the fact of the return of those
chiefs at the time specified and other circumstances I1 do fully
believe that there will be an attempt made on the frontiers of
missouri this very fall I1 have read a letter from capt alienallenailen of
fort rackoonmackoonRackoon 34 some 250 miles up the desmoines river he
states that there had been one or two hundred pottawattomies
encamped in that vicintyvicenty & that the sac & fox indians had
furnished them with some 80 to 100 horses he says in his letter
that he does not apprehend any difficulty but at the same time
he will be on the alert always inin readiness and keep his eye
closely on any whites that may be passing it is not my wish to
create any unnecessary alarm but I1 do think that the inhabitants
on the border of the state should know what facts there are in
the case that the mormonscormons have a fixed hatred against
missouri you are well aware one of the principal articles of
their creed is the destruction of missouri no mormon has
prayed yet I1 expect without calling for the vengeance of

on july 14 1843 jonathan dunham left on an excursion among the sac
and pottawattamie indians HJS 5 54149541 49

captain james allenalienailen was commander of company 1 first dragoons which
was stationed at fort raccoon this post was on the site of present day des
moines iowa allenalienailen was the officer who recruited the mormon battalion for
service during the mexican war
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heaven on missouri well I1 claim to be a missourian & glory
in the name & I1 hope the mormonscormons will make their intended
invasion then the extermination of their sic would take
place beyond a doubt I1 said I1 was a missourian I1 am not by
birth but by adoption I1 have resided in the state for several
years & intend being there shortly again as soon at least as
I1 finish closing my business which will be in two or three
months
I1 I1 am now offering to pay the reward for smith that you
offered provided he is delivered to me in clarkdarkoark co mo five
miles from this place there is nothing on earth would give
me more pleasure than to make my appearance at jefferson
city with joe in tow however I1 have no hopes of success as he
keeps a body guard near him all the while I1 send you a paper
to day containing hiram smiths testimony as given before
the municipal court of nauvoo at smiths last exparte exam-
ination 35

L B fleak36fleak

on the morning of february 9 1844 governor reynolds
shot himself through the forehead in a note explaining his
motive for committing suicide he wrote that he had tried to
carry out his duties but this has not protected me for the last
twelve months from the slanders and abuse of my enemies
which has rendered my life a burden to me 37 for several
months reynolds had been in a very bad state of healthhealth3838

and in a despondent mood some of his contemporaries specu-
lated that an aggravating factor had been the criticism reynolds
had received for not being able to return smith to missouri
for trial 39 this speculation has continued to the present 4041

nauvoo neighbor 12 july 1843
fleak never moved to missouri he was still at keokuk and still seeking

political preferment in february 1850 when he was appointed by austin A
king governor of missouri as a commissioner to receive oaths and to take
dispositions and affidavits to be read in masourimssourijmssouriMssounisourisourn register of civil pro-
ceedingsce p 524 that same year hebe moved to a farm near fairfield iowa where
he remained until his death his obituary noted that he was an active partici-
pant in the movement which resulted in driving the mormonscormons from nauvoo
fairfield ledger 12 march 1890

3leffersonrjeffersoneffersonrJ inquirer jefferson city 15 february 1844
boons lick times 17 february 1844
quincy whig 21 february 1844
george R gayler attempts by the state of missouri to extradite joseph

smith 184118431841 1843 missouri historical review 58 october 1963 36



academic
responsibility

ROBERT K THOMAS

at an educational conference a few years ago a speaker
told of sitting in a bus on his way home from work and over-
hearing a conversation between two laborers who were in the
seat in front of him they were obviously elated at the thought
of some overtime work that had been promised them and
they were hard at work in trying to figure out what next
week s paycheck would be one man listed the hourly rate
that they were being paid and to the side the number of
hours of work that had been promised to them

at this point he turned to his companion and asked a bit
dubiously if his friend knew how to multiply after a mo-
ment s hesitation the friend took the paper and pencil wrote
the number of hours beneath the hourly rate drew a line under
both and placed an x to the side then he waited expectantly
they both waited nothing happened finally the one who hadbad
hoped to set the multiplication in motion by writing an x to the
side of his problem crumpled the paper disgustedly and said to
his companion that s what s wrong with multiplication
you ve got to know the answer before you begin the problem

BEGIN AT THE BEGINNING

we smile sympathetically at such frustration because we
share it whenever we fail to begin at the beginning if we have
not learned to add the relative sophistication of multiplying
will escape us if we neglect faith the first principle of the

ithethe maeser awards assembly address which was given at brigham young
university on april 27 1971

academic vice president and professor of english for brigham young
univuniversityersityerdity dr thomas is also coauthorco author of five volumes of out of the
best books he is well qualified to speak on his subject

293
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gospel true repentance is simply not generated those
we honor here today are persuasive evidence of what skilled
and dedicated latter day saints can do and be if we would
emulate them their lives and their achievements we must pre-
pare ourselves to succeed

we are told poetically that the thoughts of youth are
long long thoughts As good poetry always should this sug-
gests more than it seems to say for while it bids us to appreci-
ate the vision of youth it also hints at a major limitation of the
juvenile his willingness to be satisfied with a single dimension
long thoughts may be profound but they are often only

tenuous the breadth and depth that make an adult out of an
adolescent that unite vision with judgment are earned and
learned there are no short cuts and few substitutions ap-
prenticeship precedes mastery and first steps may not be very
sure

all steps are really first steps if our vision matches our de-
velopingveloping ability it is some comfort to take tentative steps to-
gether and formal schooling provides the security of growing
with our peers in this sense college should be both culmination
and promise we assemble as a community of faculty and stu-
dents in a university setting as the scriptures suggest to teach
one another see dacd&c 3823 8877 118.118

in a truly dynamic learning situation nothing escapes
change for the instructor teaching can be a continuing intel-
lectual implosion the material that is being studied comes to
fruition and the student is released from the bondage of ig-
norance and superstition for the moment however let me con-
centratecentrateoncentratecontratecentrateteonon what can happen to the student who is anxiously
engaged in his collegiate education to begin with attitude
far more than training distinguishes the halfhearted pupil from
the aspiring scholar

ORDINARY STUDENT OR SCHOLAR

the ordinary student finds his relationship with faculty and
administration both vague and awkward he tends to symbolize
them the teacher becomes a grade and the administration a
big stick at the risk of sounding defensive I1 believe that most
teachers sincerely regret this and are eager to achieve at least an
intellectual rapport with those whom they instruct but here the
teacher s authority works against him since he can command
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his invitation is suspect yet even when aa student on his own
volition meets with his instructor or administrative officer real
communication rarely takes place for one who comes to such
an interview to learn a hundred come to explain

too many young people today believe the defensive asser-
tions that attempt to justify student dereliction they have been
told so often that they are not responsible causes they are only
unfortunate results that they believe it after all a result does
not have a future only a past the establishment is to blame
or the vietnam war or broken homes poor teachers or comic
books such a list becomes a litany of extenuation

in a rather moving poem john holmes tells of his boyhood
experiences with an old deaf new england shipbuilder who
provided him with some of the profoundest talk he ever
heard without speaking a word As young johnny watched
the skilled hands of the old craftsman it suddenly came to him
with the force of a voice shouting in his ear that no matter
how you build it your ship has to float you can t explain to
the ocean

how many students have come to me to explain to the
ocean their work will be late they have not been feeling
well lately or a reflection of our mind obsessed times they
have always had a psychological block against spelling or gram-
mar the ultimate or perhaps nadir of all such explanations
in my experience occurred when a student a mite plaintively
excused his absence from my daily ten 0 clock class by telling
me that he needed to have his teeth fixed and that ten 0 clock
was the only free period he had

how significantly different are the attitudes of the student
scholar he recognizes in the administration not discipline so
much as direction and his teacher is not an opponent but a
component inin a dynamic process the student turned scholar
expects nay insists on being inspired by his instructor and is
not often disappointed the material is always ready the teacher
is usually ready but when the material student and teacher
are ready there is fusion not the amalgamation that we often
rather unctuously call education

in the real learning experience the teacher is not outside or
above or detached he is an integral part of the reaction and is
himself never quite the same afterward how easy it is for the
student to settle for something less than scholarship on his own
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part and in so doing make it impossible for the teacher to pro-
vide more than mechanical direction

give your instructor grudging attention and you will turn
him into a policeman fawn upon him and you tend to corrupt
him even the least of you however can never completely
escape the gnawing realization that dull students are invariably
taught by dull teachers and scholars are taught by scholars
you will never know how much steel there is in your instruc-
tor s mind unless your own mind is file hard

THREE RS FOR OUR DAY

now may I1 shift for a moment to those in the audience who
are teachers our forefathers fought for the three Rs of ele-
mentary education may I1 today suggest an additional three
that have distinguished the best teachers I1 have known and that
seem particularly appropriate for our day almost reluctantly I1
have come to believe a statement that struck me as overstated
when I1 first heard it that statement was it is better to be
loved than understood I1 am sure that this was meant to
shock a little perhaps even provoke that opposition out of
which knowledge can come

in retrospect the people who have influenced me most
were not those who provided me with the most information I1
remember these with gratitude just as I1 remember some books
with a feeling of obligation but those who have helped me
hear the key in which 1I was trying to compose the little tune
that I1 would sing throughout my life gave me more than in-
formation over the years I1 have tried to decide what they did
give me I1 am now convinced that it was not so much what they
gave this varied but that they all shared the memorable
quality of radiance

RADIANCE

radiance is not merely enthusiasm this is only one of its
manifestations one of its basic meanings is root for radiance
is always more than surface sparkle in a relative world it rests
on ultimatesultimates As one grows in experience and through training
he realizes more and more that all problems are finally theo-
logical ones that the unproven premise precedes every rational
conclusion A formal religious commitment provides that prem-
ise for most of us radiance is also a philological cousin of our
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word twig that oft spoken metaphor of one person s influence
upon another but no connotation that this word carries is so
meaningful as its suggestion of light

A few years ago a relatively uneducated contractor who
was installing refineries in india was having astounding suc-
cess in training natives to operate high technical equipment
since his success was not shared by others similarly engaged he
was asked to reveal the tests that he used to discriminate be-
tween those who could and could not be trained as technicians
insisting that he really did not have a formal test the contrac-
tor said that he would be happy to demonstrate his method of
selection

at a central employment center he simply asked applicants
for work to file by him slowly from time to time he pulled a
man out of line finally pointing to those whom he had chosen
so informally the contractor said 1I just look at the eyes if
they shine that person can be taught anything if they don t I1
can t take a chance on him

granting the questionable validity of such subjective evalu-
ation I1 yet submit that almost all the eyes shine in kindergarten
and in junior sunday school I1 am sure that many factors com-
bine to dull them but lackluster teaching would not be far
down the list I1 insist that large classes and inadequate facilities
compromise radiant teaching only slightly in a telling descrip-
tion thoreau talks about what he means to be awake to be
awake is to be alive I1 have never met a man who was quite
awake how could I1 have looked him in the face

he goes on to say that the highest of arts is to affect the
quality of each day radiant people not only affect the
quality of the day they also change the direction of lives I1 am
not sure that radiance can be taught but I1 believe it can be
evoked and nurtured I1 submit to you that no teaching function
is so critical as inspiring students A teacher will never inform
as successfully as a library he will always be overmatchedovermatched at
calculation by the computer but inin the blazing radiance of his
own conviction he can kindle fires that will warm and light
generations

RESPECT

my second R is respect a word with an old fashioned ring
yet love that is more than infatuation or indulgence must add
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respect to affection to achieve wholeness I1 cringe a little when
I1 hear that a teacher has established himself as a pal to his
students I1 think it revealing that such a description usually
comes from the teacher and not from the students themselves
the generation gap may be receiving faddish attention today
but it can be real

to begin with there is a security in respect that counters
some of the self consciousness that deters needed growth unf-
ortunately phrases such as demanding respect emphasize
only coercion real respect is never demanded successfully you
can force conformity but obedience is always given this is not
to imply that conformity is wholly negative in most situations
the old testament ideal of conformity to law must precede the
new testament doctrine of obedience to love awareness of
this may keep the beginning teacher from pleading for coopera-
tion with unruly students who translate their guilt into dislike
for the teacher who indulges them

fairness is the ethic of the young youngsters do not have
the thoughtless adult s reverence for consistency if the phras-
ing is beyond them all children get the point of emerson s dic-
tum that a foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds
the explanation of many teachers if I1 did it for you I1 would
have to do it for everyone strikes most youngsters as being
ridiculous which it is such a statement is neat and it has the
aura of fairness but no child is fooled the teacher is simply
saying 1 I don t have enough respect for you to hear your story
or to evaluate the special circumstances you would like to
plead

no two cases are the same rarely are they more than super-
ficiallyficially similar the student instinctively knows this and is re-
sentful at being lumped with others to suit a teacher s conven-
ience it just will not work to explain that the size of your class
precludes your taking time to hear a student out you must
make your decision in the light of fact instead of expedient
similarity to retain a student s respect faced with any other at-
titude on your part the student feels driven to fall back on the
tactic that he uses so successfully at home whining if you
think that listening to a student s reasoned plea takes time just
try cutting off a whiner

perhaps one of our difficulties is that we lack respect for our
own ignorance possibly the creeping security of advanced
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degrees blunts the sensitivity that keeps us aware of what we
really do not know I1 suspect that I1 am as guilty as the next man
here but I1 would like to cite as an example our willingness to
measure students dramatic cases of misjudgment are comment-
ed upon disapprovingly and educational journals grow shrill in
their defense of individual differences it is a rare teacher how-
ever who has such respect for human potential and such an
awareness of his own limitations that he remains flexible and
alert to budding abilities and groping sensitivities

RESTRAINT

the final R I1 hope to discuss today is restraint to action
oriented contemporaries impatient with any sytemsystem and heady
with success as a result of direct involvement restraint is almost
synonymous with cowardice or a lack of integrity I1 feel that I1
have a special competence to speak about restraint because of my
own undergraduate experience my alma mater reed college
underwent twentyfivetwenty five years ago what many campuses are just
coming to

while I1 was not really a participant I1 was part of a militant
student body that not only negotiated in strength with the ad-
ministration but they also defied local and federal authorities
in a massive demonstration against the draft war and any re-
striction upon personal lives most of the students involved were
very bright overwhelmingly articulate and determined to
change the world now As I1 read the papers today I1 often have
the eerie sensation of living over my youth the very slogans
are the same and those intense imploring faces

I1 do not remember those years in disgust I1 remember them
in sorrow they were far from useless the intellectual chal-
lenge was immense but those years were not ones of con-
trolled growth students throbbed when they should have medi-
tated they marched when they might have examined they
learned to live by symbols and although they would have de-
nied it then the simpler the symbol the better they were skill-
ful scornersscorners and rabid partisans their adrenaline ran all the
time whatever else they were they were not apathetic the
teachers they usually followed were graying copies of the
students they aroused they were not all that way however

the teachers who are now unforgettable whose features do
not blur into the mass and whose words still tingle never took
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the easy emotional way of mob power they tried to help me
see that uncontrolled effort is essentially wasted it may seem
to solve immediate problems but in fact it sets up antago-
nisms and solidifies stances until only surface agreements are
possible alexander took the activist s part in solving the riddle
of the gordian knot when he contemptuously cut it but it
needs to be noted that he ruined the rope

now I1 would not be misunderstood restraint is not retreat
just complaints must be heard and problems are not solved by
ignoring them if however you turn your relations with those
that you attempt to instruct into adversary proceedings you
license their rebellion

education is always a matter of discrimination a skillful
selection of alternatives significant innovation may begin in in-
tuition but it must be established in order no one ever learned
order inin fomenting disorder A teacher s self discipline sets the
behavioral tone of his classes A teacher who loses his temper
turns respect for authority into a struggle for power

yet the most profound results of restraint on the part of the
teacher lie not in his keeping control advancing order the
teacher who embodies and teaches restraint can also inculcate
taste an attribute fast disappearing under the aggressively
gross onslaught of mass entertainment an ancient proverb
warns us that tastes are not to be disputed but we have almost
made this point irrelevant inin our capitulation to the tasteless

yet taste is only an expanded term for that sensitivity that
makes civilization possible laws cannot be detailed enough to
settle every dispute technology cannot surround us with riches
so great that all will have enough it is only taste that helps us
recognize the unspoken yearning of another s dreams and
leads us to call decent that which builds community and makes
love more than lust A teacher at BYU might well help a stu-
dent develop what james russell lowell has called that good
taste which is the conscience of the mind and that conscience
which is the good taste of the soul

A TEACHERS responsibility
the teacher by training and by opportunity must help the

young person set his knowledge in a moral and social context
that cannot always be spelled out but the restraint that helps
him function as a truly human being capable of a developing
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interaction with his peers and a willingness to earn his part in
society must be taught

it is the enviable opportunity of the teacher to help reveal
gradually but irresistibly the exciting world that is the
province of cultured knowledge not all such opportunities are
restricted to the classroom I1 remember a brief exchange during
world war 11II with a welder on my crew in a shipyard As
our graveyard shift was coming to an end the dawn broke in a
soft flush over the water I1 quoted some lines from homer
my unlettered friend found homer s phrase rosy fingered
dawn interesting but inadequate yet it stirred him to his own
fresh but somewhat awkward description of the coming day
As we punched out hebe casually inquired what was the name
of that fellow who talked about the dawn s hands homer
may not have gained an immediate admirer but something be-
sides the sun was dawning that morning

I1 also remember the young cowboy from montana who
came to BYU some years ago I1 was new at the university and
hebe was in a freshman english class that I1 was instructing his
lack of preparation for the class was almost outrageously ob-
vious he had very little concept of coherence and no skill at all
in developing an idea we suffered together one day after
class he handedbanded me a much folded piece of paper and con-
fessed that it was a poem that he had written the thought of
this boy subjecting himself to the discipline of poetry was al-
most beyond belief but I1 assured him that I1 would like to read
his poem and that I1 would be happy to talk with him about it

I1 am afraid that the opening lines were about what I1 had
expected and yet on down the page as he tried to tell me
what it was like to be in a summer thunder storm out on the
ranch of which he was a part suddenly out of that page came
a line of unmistakable poetry he talked about thunder rum-
bling bumbling grumbling like a god in disgrace I1 envied
that line and it suddenly occurred to me that this boy perhaps
only lacked preparation and that I1 who manifestly was not a
poet might yet teach one

IN THE VANGUARD

finally may I1 speak a word for those administrative officers
of the university whose duties give them little time to be stu-
dents or to experience again the exhilaration of teaching per
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haps some of you are aware of the investigative teams that
descend upon the university and whose often uncivil questions
must be answered civilly and interminably some of you may
even realize the hours that are spent in adjudicating trivial
complaints or just listening to those who would help run the
university but who have seldom seen any of the ramifications
of their suggestions

at national conventions identification as a BYU representa-
tive is usually good for an exhortation or two from utter
strangers we are constantly asked to assume roles for which
we have neither the inclination nor the authority BYU cannot
speak for the church nor do we want to but in the cross
fires of controversy the administration is fair game for all sides

lest such an assertion claim more sympathy than I1 intend
let me hasten to add that most of us are here because we think
that this is the greatest opportunity in the world to unite pro-
fessionalfess ional training and religious commitment we deeply ap-
preciatepreciate the sensitive concern of our board of trustees and we
want them to know that we serve gladly may I1 lift a brief
experience from my own youth to speak for us all

on the evening of the day that pearl harbor was attacked
I1 sat by a radio in the town where 1I had spent most of my
youth on the coast of southern oregon it was the only deep-
water port between san francisco and portland and its harbor
was well known to hundreds of japanese seamen who had
loaded lumber at its docks we sat in darkness and heard our
local radio station report that a japanese cruiser had been
sighted off northern california headed toward oregon

in a thousand homes there was but one thought we were
liable to be under attack before morning suddenly pearl har-
bor seemed very near and the war was no longer a distant ab-
stractionstraction the radio announcer trying to keep his voice calm
suggested that the local sporting goods stores open and dis-
tribute what ammunition they had

I1 pulled out my hunting rifle which had never been fired
in anger and then set it down again remembering the size of
the guns on the japanese cruisers that had often visited us
through the night I1 reflected that I1 was not disposed for battle
but I1 knew that there was no place in the world that 1I would
rather have been that night than sitting in that room in that
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city at that time what was to come would find me willingly
in the vanguard

we share with all of you a love for BYU that for which
it has stood and now stands and that for which it is destined
to be at this appropriate time as we honor those who exemp-
lify its finest ideals we pledge to you the concerted best ef-
forts of faculty and administration to support the cause inin
which we all serve inin the name of jesus christ amen
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A LETTER FROM BRIGHAM YOUNG
AND DANIEL H WELLS 1857

editor s note in october 1963 the western history
association held its annual conference in salt lake city dur-
ing the conference a dinner meeting was held on the BYU
campus in honor of the occasion the BYU library staff pre-
pared a special brochure which reproduced a most important
letter having to do with the so called utah war for the spe-
cial interest of readers of BYU studies we present here the
explanation of the letter as prepared by the library staff as
well as the letter itself

introduction
on july 24 1857 while the residents of the territory of

utah gathered in big cottonwood canyon to celebrate the
decennial anniversary of the pioneers entrance into salt lake
valley a runner arrived with the news that an army was ap-
proachingproaching utah to quell what was understood in the east to
be an outright rebellion brigham young and his advisers be-
gan immediate plans for the defense of the territory of utah
within the next few days men were sent to the more populous

304
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settlements to inform the people of the urgency of the peril
facing them instructions were sent to the more distant out-
lying settlements requesting that these locations be abandoned
and that the colonists return to utah two such settlements
were san bernardino california and carson valley nevada

on september 7 captain stewart van vleit arrived in salt
lake to make necessary arrangements for receiving and pro-
visioning the troops in utah captain van vleit was evasive
as to the purpose of the troops being sent to utah and com-
pletely ignored notifying brigham young of his release as the
governor of the territory after spending a week in the terr-
itory captain van vleit left on september 14 his visit had
done nothing to calm the fears of the territory concerning the
approaching army on the following day september 15 brig-
ham young declared martial law and prepared to wage a
defensive war

in the letter accompanying the declaration of martial law
brigham young outlined the tactics he would employ against
the army his plan of defense was twofoldtwo fold first harassment
of the troops during the current year and second the estab-
lishmentlishment of a safe hiding place with impregnable entrances for
the 1858 campaign the first phase of this campaign was
begun immediately during the month of october lot smith
was able to hamper the troops sufficiently to force them to
winter in wyoming this was done by a series of raids in
which supplies were burned cattle and oxen driven off and
the army harassed enough to slow them down without an
actual shooting incident such strategic places as ft bridger
and surrounding areas were burned to hamper the army as
much as possible at the same time the nauvoo legion was
mobilized and fortifications were built in echo canyon in
case of an impending invasion

the second part of the plan finding a secure hiding place
for the saints was never actually completed several groups
were sent out such as the one headed by william H dame
who explored western utah and eastern nevada to find such
a location but no fortifications were built and there was no
massive storage of food however when the army actually
entered salt lake valley the people in the northern part of
the state were evacuated to the south and the northern area
was made ready for immediate destruction perhaps the media
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tion accomplished by such men as thomas L kane during the
winter of 1857 made this second phase of the campaign unnec-
essary

of particular interest in the letter is the last paragraph
which gives definite instructions concerning the treatment of
those passing through utah obviously brigham young had
heard of the problems incurred by the passage of the francher
train through the territory and outlined what must be done to
keep any incident from arising between the residents of utah
and the emigrant trains he was particularly anxious that no
word be forwarded from any section which would give cre-
dence to the idea that utah was in a state of revolt also re-
corded in this paragraph was his injunction that friendship with
the indians be maintained so that the people would not have
to contend with both any army from the east and an indian
uprising

philo farnsworth to whom this letter was addressed was
bishop of the beaver ward it is likely that similar letters were
sent to other ecclesiastical leaders in the south outlining the
same program on almost identical letter written to william
H dame was cited in the trial of john D lee and included
in the beaver court records

daniel H wells the second signer of the letter was gen-
eral of the nauvoo legion and after the declaration of martial
law became the military leader in the defense of utah

great salt lake city sep 14 1857

brother philo farnsworth
beaver co

herewith you will receivereceive the governors proclamation
declaring martial law you will probably not be called out
this fall but are required to continue to make ready for a big
fight in another year the plan of operations is supposed to
be about these in case the US government should send out
an overpowering force we intend to desolate the territory
and conceal our families stock and all of our effects in the
fastnessesfastnesses of the mountains where they will be safe while
the men waylay our enemies attack them from ambush
stampede their animals take the supply trains cut off detach-
ments and parties sent to kanyonskenyons for wood or on other ser-
vice to lay waste every thing that will burn houses fences
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trees fields grass that they cannot find a particle of any-
thing that will be of use to them not even sticks to make a
firetoferetofire to cook their suppers to waste away our enemies and lose
none this will be our mode of warfare thus you see the
necessity of preparing find secure places in the mountains
where they cannot find us or if they do where they cannot
approach in any force and there prepare for families by build-
ing some cabins cacheing flour and grain flour should be
ground in the latter part of winter or early in the spring in
order to keep sow grain in your fields early as possible this
fall so that the harvest of another year may come off before
they can have time to get here conciliate the indians and
make them our fast friends

in regard to letting people pass or repass or travel through
the territory this applies to all strangers and suspected per-
sons keep things perfectly quiet and let all things be done
peacefully but with firmness and let there be no excitement
let the people be united in their feelings and faith as well as
works and keep alive the spirit of the reformation and in
regard to saving the grain and provisions we say again let
their be no waste save life always when it is possible we
do not wish to shed a drop of blood if it can be avoided
this course will give us great influence abroad

we remain your brethren in the gospel

brigham young

daniel H wells

THE MORMONS AND THE DONNER PARTY

eugene E campbell

A busload of tourists enroute from san francisco to salt
lake city had stopped at the large stone monument near don-
ner lake that commemorates the tragic experience of the don-
ner party a hundred years before one member of the group
a latter day saint was astounded to hear the bus driver inform
the tourists that this was the place where the mormonscormons
massacred the donner party

realizing that the bus driver had been misinformed and was
evidently confusing the mountain meadow massacre with the
donner tragedy the mormon corrected him by declaring the
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mormonscormons had nothing to do with the donner party unfort-
unatelytunately he was almost as mistaken as the bus driver for al-
though there was no direct connection between the mormonmormon
church and the donner party it is interesting to note that one
of the larger families in the party was mormon and that other
members of the church were instrumental in obtaining relief
for the stranded group and participated in the first successful
rescue attempt and that members of the returning mormon
battalion were the first to reach the scene of the disaster and
were instructed by general kearny to bury the remains then
too it should be mentioned that the donner party pioneered
the route that the mormon pioneers used to enter the valley
of the great salt lake

daniel tyler in his concise history of the march of the
mormon battalion gives an account of his meeting with mary
murphy johnson who was one of the survivors of the donner
party tyler was a member of the returning battalion members
who had marched from los angeles to suttersutler s fort where
they had seen some of the survivors of the tragic affair and
who were continuing on their way to salt lake valley about
forty miles north of suttersutler s fort they arrived at johnson s

ranch where the following incident took place as recorded by
tyler

the company travelled 18 miles today and arrived at captain
johnson s mill on bear creek this man johnson
was said to have been one of captain fremontsfremonteFremonts battalion and
his young wife was one of the ill fated party which had been
snowed in at the foot of the sierras mrs murry murphy
who was a latter day saint was among the number that per-
ished in that horrible scene of death the circumstances under
which she became a member of that company were explained
to us by her daughter mrs johnson the lady being a
widow with several children dependant on her for support
while residing at nauvoo heard of a chance to get employ-
ment at warsaw an anti mormon settlement 30 miles down
the river thinking to better her condition she accordingly
moved to warsaw and spent the winter of 1845461845 46 there in
the spring of the latter year a party emigrating to oregon or
california offered to furnish passage to her and her children
on the condition that she would cook and do the washing for
the party understanding california to be the final destination
of the saints and thinking this a good opportunity to emi-
grate without being a burden to the church she accepted the
proposition but alas the example of sr murry murphy
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although her motives were good is an illustration of the
truism that it is better to suffer affliction with the people of
god and trust in him for deliverance than to mingle with
the sinful for a season and be lured by human prospects of
a better result

according to B H roberts wilford woodruff said that he
had baptized mrs murphy while on his mission in tennessee
but that 11 she apostatized and joined the mob roberts indi-
cates that by joined the mob president woodruff meant no
more perhaps than that she lived among those who were mob-
bing the saints in illinois apparently the murphysmumphys thought
of themselves as mormonscormonsMormons no matter what their official status
was at the time

the murphy family consisted of the mother mrs lavina
murphy four sons lemuel B john L william G and simon
P three daughters mary harriet and naomi harriet was
married to william pike and had two infant daughters naomi
and catherine naomi was married to willam foster and they
had an infant son george both of the sons in law accompanied
the party

the family endured the hardships of the entry into salt
lake valley and the desert crossing with the rest of the com-
pany without unusual incident but early in october near the
present site of reno nevada tragedy struck C T stanton a
member of the party who had gone on ahead to secure pro-
visions had just returned with a pack train furnished by
captain john sutter and assured the company that more sup-
plies might be obtained if others went on ahead according to
mcglashan s account the two murphy brothers in law wm
pike and wm foster volunteered to go and began making
preparations pike was cleaning a pepper box pistol and handed
it to foster but in the exchange the pistol exploded and pike
was fatally wounded he died within twenty minutes

after this tragic event the company pushed on but found
themselves caught in a heavy snowstorm just as they were
about to reach the summit above donner s lake sadly they
turned back and built the makeshift cabin that was to house the
murphy and eddy families for so many weeks the date was
november 3

on november 12 an attempt was made to climb out of the
valley but the snow was deep and soft and the party returned
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to camp another attempt was made on november 2211 the group
included mrs murphy and three of her half grown children
but this too was unsuccessful an eight day snowstorm made
further attempts impossible

in desperation the members of the camp began to manu-
facture snow shoes and by the middle of december sixteen
pairs were ready for an attempt on december 16 seventeen
members of the party the forlorn hope group began their
climb the murphysmumphys were well represented as mr and mrs
foster mrs pike lemuel and william were with the group
the latter two did not have snowshoes and soon william a
boy of eleven was forced to turn back the rest of the group
continued on and the survivors after thirty three days of in-
credible hardship reached johnson s ranch lemuel murphy
had died and foster had lost his mind temporarily eating
human flesh had kept them alive and the murphy girls wit-
nessed the dismemberment of their brother s body during this
time john L murphy had died at the camp

the first rescue party did not reach donner s lake until
february 18 1847 and they were able to save only those who
were strong enough to walk two of the seven men who risked
their lives to rescue the emigrants were mormonscormonsMormons john and
daniel rhoads the day after they arrived little catherine
pike passed away mary and william murphy were chosen to
go out with the first rescue party and finally john rhoads
agreed to carry the infant naomi pike out with him this left
of the murphy family only mrs murphy who was now half
blind and childish her son simon and baby george foster un-
rescued when william foster made a courageous rescue at-
tempt in the middle of march he found his baby dead and his
mother in law unable to move he was able to rescue simon
however before another party could make thir way in mrs
murphy was dead

samuel brannan leader of the mormonscormons in san francisco
and editor of the local newspaper played an important part in
the raising of funds for the rescue attempts then in april he
decided to ride through the sierras and meet brigham young s

company and lead them to california he saw the emaciated
survivors at sutter s fort and a few miles up the trail came
upon the last survivor lewis keesbergkaesbergKeesberg crawling down the trail
he shared his lunch with keesburgbeesburgKeesburg and then continued his
journey
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in june twelve members of the mormon battalion chosen
as a bodyguard by general stephen W kearney who was
taking john C fremont back to ft leavenworth under arrest
came upon the scene of the donner tragedy general kearney
detailed the men to bury the remains and clean up the camp

mary murphy who was only thirteen years old was married
to william johnson of johnson s ranch in june 1847 a few
months after her rescue in november of the same year she was
advertizedadvertised as having left him and in 1848 she married to C
covillandvillandcovillardCo of nye s ranch in 1850 when the city of marysvillemarksvilleMarysville
california was laid out it was named in honor of mary murphy
Covilland

of the thirteen members of the murphy family only seven
survived they were harriet and naomi the baby naomi
pike who was rescued by john rhoads mary and william
who hiked out with the first rescue party and simon who was
rescued by his brother in law george foster who had just
barely survived the forlorn hope experience but who had
recovered and had accompanied the second rescue team this
would be about average for the group as far as loss of life is
concerned of the eighty members of the donner party at
truckee meadows forty four just over half survived

THE banishment OF THE MORMON PEOPLE

josiah E hickman

editor s note in the last edition of the historians cor-
ner we published excerpts from the diary of josiah E hick-
man who became a prominent LDS educator in the early part
of this century these excerpts told of an impressive oration
given by hickman while he was attending the university of
michigan in 1894 it was felt that readers of BYU studies
might be interested in reading the oration we reproduce it
here for that reason and also as an example of the kind of
speech intelligent young mormonscormons might prepare in the 1890s

josiah hickman s oration was sent to the deseret news
and published on april 15 1895 according to the news
he did not expect to win the oratorical contest but declared
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if I1 can only get into university hall with my speech and
vindicate my people from the wrongs which have been heaped
upon them I1 shall be satisfied it is clear that hickman had
studied all the important writings of mormon history and his
historical understanding reflects the best information available
to him at the time more significant here however is the fact
that a young student made this his way of presenting the mor-
mon story in his academic environment the pathos and emo-
tion which fills every paragraph undoubtedly reflects quite ac-
curatelycurately his deep empathy for his mormon forebearersforebearers with
this emotional involvement in his subject plus long hours of
training and practice in the art of delivery josiah hickman s

appearance in university hall must have been impressive in-
deed

my subject is a most unpopular one it was chosen not
to herald an unpopular faith but to defend the cause of civil
and religious liberty against unwarranted prejudice not to
advocate the tenentstenants of any religion but defend the cause of
virtue and order against the enemies of all divine and human
laws I1 keenly realize the disadvantage at which I1 am placed
in defending this much misunderstood people and I1 am
not ignorant of the prejudice existing upon this subject
therefore I1 ask you do not judge until their history is held
up to the light of reason

though this people originated in new york I1 will not
speak of their history until we find them in the western part
of missouri where they had gone and built themselves com-
fortablefortable homes with the view of worshippingworshipping god according
to the dictates of their conscienceconscience but as their religion was
different from the accepted belief of the day they soon
began to be ridiculed then to be persecuted finally organized
mobs assembled and burning their homes tarred feathered
and whipped many of their people in their extreme suf-
fering they applied for protection to judge priest and
governor but received none they even petitioned president
van buren who replied your cause is just but I1 can do
nothing for you bancroft the great american historian says
that banded mobs went from settlement to settlement of the
mormonscormonsMormons burning their homes killing or driving the un-
offending inhabitants into exile in one place they murdered
every man woman and child and among the number killed
was an old revolutionary war veteran who had fought for
our independence says the historian never in savage or
other warfare was there an act more dastardly or brutal the
missouriansMissour ians in order that they might have a mantlemandemantie to cover
their cruelty drew up resolutions they said that the mormonscormons
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believed in prophets etc in revelations and that they were
superstitious that being mostly from the new england
states they believed in freeing the slaves and finally they
were poor

poverty superstition unpopular doctrines these were the
crimes for such crimes fourteen thousand inhabitants were
driven from their homes in midwintermid winter in the middle
ages no in the nineteenth century in russia no in
america fourteen thousand inhabitants driven from their
homes in the dead of winter the sick were tomtorntob from their
beds and thrust out into the midnight air and compelled to
seek safety in some bleak forest there were shivering little
children there were infants homeless but for a mothers
arms couchlesscouthlesscouchless but for a mothers breast in such distress
pursued by merciless oppressors they left the tracks of their
bleeding feet upon the snows of their pathway homeless
shivering heartbroken and plundered they sought shelter
in the uninhabited plains of illinois

in this bleak wilderness far from the inhumanity of man
the fugitives did for a time find peace and rest during the
six years which they were permitted to remain in illinois they
built several villages besides navoolavoo a city of twenty thou-
sand inhabitants they established schools founded a univer-
sity and built a magnificent temple it must be admitted
says bancroft that the mormonscormons in missouri and illinois
were more honest temperate hardworkinghard working self denying and
thrifty people than those by whom they were surrounded
whatever was the cause that led to their expulsion from
illinois it was not due to any crimes of theirs unless it was
an offense to profess a different creed and worship at a
different shrine but governor ford said that all manner
of trumped up charges were brought against them and those
charges were without foundation for the mormonscormons had
committed no such oftensesoffenses on a pretended charge joseph
smith and others were arrested and taken to carthage under
the sworn protection of the governor it is said that joseph
smith had a premonition of his terrible fate and said 1I am
going like a lamb to the slaughter but I1 am as calm as a
summer morning I1 have a conscience void of offense towards
god and towards all men I1 shall die innocent and it yet
will be said of me he was murdered in cold blood
the next day after this prediction he and his brother were
killed in carthage jail again mob law reigned and men lost
their reason the mormonscormons were ordered from the state
their homes were robbed and laid in ashes the scenes of
missouri were being repeated scarce had the lights of their
burning homes died out when with scanty hoard they crossed
the mississippi on the first night of their exodus february
4thath 1844 nine wives became mothers how those innocent
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babes sick and delicate mothers were cared for under such
conditions is left to the imagination of the sensitive hearer
was it in russia tartarvtartara or hindoostanHindoostan that people had to
flee for opinions sake As those exiles departed at the top of
every hill they could be seen looking back like banished
moors on their abandoned homes and their distant temple
with its glittering spires

let me observe here that there were many honest souls in
missouri and illinois who cried out against such injustices
but as is too often the case they were in the minority after
the death of joseph smith brigham young by right and
choice of the people organized and led them into the wilds
of america and while missouri was dividing the property
of fourteen thousand inhabitants whom she had recently
expelled while illinois was trying to cover up the blood of
the murdered prophets while all the united states looked
on with silent indifference one of the most persecuted and
downtroddendown trodden people that history records were marching
westward beyond the pale of civilization

and now comes an episode in the history of the mormonscormons
which I1 should not dare to relate were it not part of the
official records of the government otherwise it would be
incredible while in the wilderness on their westward march
for the rocky mountains war was declared between our
government and mexico strange as it may seem the president
sent a messenger to brigham young to ask for five hundred
volunteers to enter the army and march against mexico
remember that two states of the nation had thrust this people
from their borders had permitted mobs to plunder them rob
them of their homes murder their prophets and drive them
into exile remember that their appeals in their sore afflic-
tions though made to governors judges and to the presi-
dent were invariably ignored or denied remember finally
that they were marching through a country unparalleled for
dangers that they were enduring hardships which at times
threatened their very existence had they not sufficient cause
for refusing to listen to the presidents appeal and yet it
was their country calling that country to which their pilgrim
ancestors had fled for which their patriot sires had fought
and suffered whose deeds of heroism were among their
highest and noblest traditions it was enough brigham
young said colonel alienallenailen you shall have your men if there
are not enough young men I1 will call upon the old men and
then if not enough I1 will call upon the women when the
call was made those sacrificing pilgrims forgot their wrongs
kissed the rod that smote them and with one accord
answered their country s call ransack the records of history
ancient and modemmodern and match if you can this example of
patriotism
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heroine mothers while their husbands and sons were at
the front defending the country that had driven them into
exile drove their own teams twelve hundred miles over those
trackless plains hundreds of them had neither wagons nor
teams handcartsHand carts were made and in them they placed their
scanty hoard men and women pulled those carts across the
desert wastes of america could not this destitute and exiled
people receive aid they were offered peace if they would
relinquish their religion and all allegiance to their faith
but to relinquish their religion for peace to them it was
treason such an act would have made a mockery of their high
profession which had been written in blood and tears
during that dreary march hunger sickness and death
followed in their wake many times death was a welcome
visitor to those weary and footsorefoot sore pilgrims many lying
down with their burdens for pillows never woke and tonight
rest in unmarked graves

from the lips of aged veterans I1 have been told that
when they were exhausted and could go no farther bare-
headed barefootedbare footed and in their tattered clothing they knelt
upon those trackless plains and importunedimportuner their father my
god and your god for strength upon arising their weariness
was gone you may not believe in miracles but it is true that
even as with the ancient israelites in the wilderness the
quails came by the thousands to feed those starving pilgrims
my own wiges widowed mother peace be to her memory
walked and carried her babe from the missouri river to the
rocky mountainesmountainsMountaines picture if you can that banished people
on those plains almost destitute of food and clothing mothers
stripping off their scanty clothing to protect their little ones
from the cold winds that swept across the bleak prairies in
their extreme hunger they were obliged to eat roots and
thistlesthistlwhistleses yea more they were forced to cook and eat old raw
hides the history of the sufferings of that people though
often attempted is yet unwritten

As the pioneers reached the heights of the rockies for the
first time they saw their destined home and as moses stood
on pisgahsPisgahs heights and viewed the promised land so they
from those silent peaks viewed their asylum of rest around
them silence and desolation a desolation of centuries
rugged mountains with huge spurs decorated with towers
and pinnacles raising their towering summits into the domain
of the clouds rich with the aspiring forms of gothic type
far below they saw the blue waters of the dead sea of
america glittering in the summer sun light like a silver
shield and as far as the eye could reach stretched the andaridarld
desert miles on miles of sagebrush and snowwhitesnow white alkali
eternal desolation yet to them it was home and at the sight
of it their hearts were glad they descended into the valley
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to pitch their tents and rest in peace there was now no
fear of molestation from vandal hordes how sweet must
have been that sleep as upon the earth parched and seared
through untold centuries they slumbered beneath the friend-
ly skies amidst eternal solitude though that country to which
they had gone was then under mexican rule they unfurled
the stars and stripes on ensign peak and in solemn
assembly they voted to revere the constitution and its prin-
ciples as a divinely inspired document they also decreed that
this land should be a home for the oppressed they forgave
all men that had injured them and lifted an ensign of peace
to every nation under heaven

my friends I1 have couched in simple language the
pathetic story of the exodus of this people I1 have kept back
striking events pitiable sufferings and terrible wrongs the
words that I1 should speak bumburnbub within me and tremble on my
lips but I1 shall not utter them it is enough I1 am willing to
leave the judgment to future generations when the clouds of
hatred and mistrust which hang like a pall over the genius
of that people are disspelledmisspelleddisspelled the history of their living
martyrdom will make the heart of the nation ache with pity
and remorse
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